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UNAVCO Facility June 2012 Interim Report 
Period: September 2011 - May 2012 
EAR-0735156: UNAVCO Community and Facility Support: 
Geodesy Advancing Earth Science Research 

1.0 Executive Summary 
 
This is the June 2012 interim report for the 5th year of the 5-year UNAVCO Cooperative 
Agreement “EAR-0735156 Support of UNAVCO Community and Facility Activities: Geodesy 
Advancing Earth Science Research”. The Facility, through this Cooperative Agreement (CA), 
provides engineering, equipment and data services that support research projects for investigators 
using GPS and other high precision geodetic techniques to conduct scientific investigations that 
include the study of earthquake processes, mantle properties, active magmatic systems, plate 
boundary zone deformation, intraplate deformation and glacial isostatic adjustment, global 
geodesy and plate tectonics, atmospheric science, global change, and polar processes. These 
projects are NSF-EAR, NSF-OPP Arctic and Antarctic, and NASA-funded and include 
individual Principal Investigator (PI) projects, large collaborative projects such as AfricaArray, 
COCONet, GNET, and ANET as part of POLENET, as well as defined support for the larger 
multi-disciplinary, multi-agency EarthScope project and its imaging and campaign GPS 
components. 

Facility-supported activities for engineering, equipment, and data services have met or exceeded 
expectation in all major categories at this interim point of the year.  This introduction highlights 
two technology service areas that are driving growth at UNAVCO. The first is Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS). UNAVCO’s TLS field engineering and instrument support has matured into a 
core activity. Challenges include how to better process, archive, improve, and develop TLS 
products. The second area is GPS real-time data. UNAVCO is providing access and archiving to 
streaming data, but challenges remain on how to best provide position products and to serve a 
broader community of users. To develop consensus about future directions for TLS and real-time 
GPS, UNAVCO, with members of its community, led a workshop in each of these two areas in 
the last year.  

The first workshop was entitled “Community Workshop: Charting the Future of Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS) in the Earth Sciences and Related Fields” and was held in Boulder, Colorado on 
October 17-19, 2011. There were 80 participants at this workshop, representing a wide variety of 
research fields and sub-disciplines within the Earth sciences. This workshop was funded by the 
National Science Foundation Earth Sciences Instrumentation and Facilities program (EAR-
1138279). Outcomes and recommendations are presented in the workshop final report 
(http://www.unavco.org/community/meetings-events/2011/tls/tls.html) and were published in 
EOS (Phillips, D. A., J. S. Oldow, and J. D. Walker (2012), Outlining a strategic vision for 
terrestrial geodetic imaging, Eos Trans. AGU, 93(11), 121, doi:10.1029/2012EO110005 ). See 
also Geodetic Imaging Section 2.5 of this report. 

From this workshop it is clear that UNAVCO’s efforts to develop the TLS program, in 
collaboration with the NSF-Funded “INTERFACE” PI project team, have been successful. 
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UNAVCO is recognized to be the primary NSF facility and initial point of contact for supporting 
TLS data acquisition and archiving. UNAVCO support to PIs in proposal planning, project 
planning, instrumentation, field engineering, data archiving, training and access to data 
processing hardware and software draws upon its existing successful program of providing GPS 
PI support. Future challenges are presented in the report and are the basis for ongoing and future 
development by UNAVCO and the broader TLS community. 

The second workshop addressed recent advances in GPS technology and data processing that 
provide position solutions with centimeter-level precision at high-rate (1 Hz) and low latency 
(i.e. the time required for data to arrive for analysis, in this case less than 1 second). These real-
time data have the potential to improve our understanding in diverse areas of geophysics 
including properties of seismic, volcanic, magmatic and tsunami sources, and to profoundly 
transform rapid event characterization and warning.  Scientific and operational applications also 
include glacier and ice sheet motions; tropospheric modeling; and space weather. 

The workshop “Community Workshop: Real-Time GPS Position Data Products and Formats” 
brought together 70 participants from across the western hemisphere representing a spectrum of 
research fields, including geodesy, seismology, weather, space weather and natural 
hazards.  This workshop was funded by the National Science Foundation’s EarthScope program 
(EAR-1207692). From the workshop it was clear the community recognized UNAVCO as the 
primary facility to coordinate RT-GPS formats, meta-data and data processing. It was also 
recommended that UNAVCO pursue real-time operations for the over 1100 cGPS stations that it 
currently operates and maintains. A workshop summary will be published in EOS (Mencin et. al 
(2012), “Applications of Real-Time GPS for Science and Hazard Monitoring”, accepted for 
publication) and a final workshop report will be presented at the end of the summer 2012. The 
workshop website is (http://www.unavco.org/community/meetings-
events/2012/realtime/realtime.html). While currently primarily an EarthScope PBO activity, the 
infrastructure being developed for handling data streaming and processing is designed to 
accommodate broader application for PI projects. Currently data from over 250 stations, 
primarily from Cascadia, are being streamed into UNAVCO where they are distributed to the 
user community and archived (see the data services Section 2.6). 

The need for higher rate data, particularly during large earthquakes, requires a robust acquisition 
system in the field. There have been incidences of loss of data correlated with extreme shaking 
of the GPS installations during the Maule and Tohoku earthquakes. UNAVCO’s development 
and testing group has been working with Professor Quoquan Wang at the University of Houston, 
conducting tests on outdoor shake tables in order to better understand these effects.  Results to 
date have shown that tracking failures are induced by acceleration and jerk of the receivers rather 
than movements of the antennas, and that different receiver models are more susceptible at lower 
levels of shaking than others.  Data analysis from the most recent tests is ongoing, and future 
tests may be undertaken to refine and expand our results. This is one of many areas addressed by 
the Development and Testing group and that are further described in Section 2.4. 

This semi-annual report presents the highlights and performance metrics including core support 
as well as summaries of the major projects managed or supported by the Facility under this 
Cooperative Agreement. This report provides key quantitative performance metrics following the 
Facility Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) that organizes and defines the work to be 
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accomplished for core and project tasks. A high-level performance summary is given below in 
Table 1 with comparison to past levels. The WBS metrics contribute to the assessment of our 
performance toward meeting UNAVCO’s strategic goals. The activities summarized for 2012 
cover the period of September 2011 – May 2012.  

The scope of work encompassed by UNAVCO has in the past been partitioned between the 
Facility, funded under this CA, and the Plate Boundary Observatory through a separate CA. 
UNAVCO’s internal organizational structure mirrored these two lines of funding. In order to 
position these facilities for the upcoming 2013-2018 single combined “Geodesy Advancing 
Geoscience and EarthScope: GAGE” facility proposal, UNAVCO undertook a major 
reorganization in the last year to form the new Geodetic Infrastructure (GI) and Geodetic Data 
Systems (GDS) programs.  The GI focuses on engineering, instrumentation, and field support 
while GDS focuses on data operations, management, access, and archival. This reorganization 
will promote improved and more efficient services; encourage integration of data and 
engineering technologies and resources; and facilitate transition to the new CA in 2013. At that 
point the GAGE WBS will be fully implemented. 

This report also documents the activities of the Education and Community Engagement  (ECE) 
program at UNAVCO. As presented in Section 3.0, ECE staff supported several well-received 
technical short courses and teacher workshops.  The ECE team continued to achieve substantial 
improvements in the number, quality, and diversity of applicants to its NSF-funded RESESS 
program, attracting an active and talented group of interns into this summer’s program. The ECE 
team also led and participated in UNAVCO website upgrades, working with UNAVCO staff to 
develop Science and Program Highlights, and collaborating with external partners to develop 
interactive displays for exploring Earth science content. 

UNAVCO Community Overview  
The UNAVCO Community continues to grow as the UNAVCO science disciplines broaden and 
the technologies used to conduct science grow. There are currently 180 Member Institutions (103 
Full Member Institutions and 77 Associate Member Institutions) from around the globe. Science 
workshops provide important opportunities for focused community scientific, educational, and 
technological exchange of ideas and for community building. UNAVCO hosts or helps to 
organize a number of workshops each year. UNAVCO hosted the GEO REU Workshop 2011: 
Developing an REU Community and Best practices Through Networking; Charting the Future of 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) in the Earth Science and Related Fields Community Workshop; 
Real-Time GPS Position Data Products and Formats Community Workshop, and Static and 
Kinematic GPS-base Positioning Using GIPSY/OASIS Short Course.  

The 2012 UNAVCO Science Workshop, held in Boulder, Colorado, at the Millennium Harvest 
Hotel from Feb 28, 2012 to March 1, 2012, drew 208 attendees from as far away as Moscow, 
Columbia, and Japan including 28 UNAVCO-supported students, three of which are RESESS 
interns, and 48 are UNAVCO employees.  The workshop included a mix of Science Session 
talks related to UNAVCO-supported science, breakout Special Topic Sessions, poster sessions, 
and field trips (Figures 1a and 1b). 
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Figure 1a (left) At Flagstaff Mountain. Field trip led by Dr. Jonathan Caine. Look for the green Eocene aged 
erosion surface at around 8, 000 feet altitude in the background. Photo by Val Sloan.   
Figure 1b (right) Freddy Blume (UNAVCO) presents at the Ignite session. Photo by Jesse La Plante. 
 
The six Science Sessions were entitled:  

• Exploring Landscape Dynamics with Terrestrial Imaging: From tectonics to surface 
processes with talks by Christophe Delacourt, Jean Philippe Avouac, Emily Brodsky, and 
Josh Roering and David Schmidt;  

• Expanding the temporal range of high precision GPS Observations with talks by 
Stephanie Day (UMN), Phil Resor (Wesleyan College), Paco Gomez (U of Missouri), 
Bruce Douglas (Indiana University);  

• Glaciology, Ice Loss, and Deformation of Solid Earth with talks by Erin Pettit (UAF), 
Tim Bartholomaus (UAF), Matt Pritchard (Cornell), and Abbas Khan (DTU space);  

• Hydrogeodesy, with talks by John Wahr (CU), Dave Mencin (UNAVCO), June Wang 
(UCAR), and Eric Small (CU);   

• High-rate GPS Seismology and Strainmeter Observations with talks by Beth Pratt – 
Situala (CWU), Yehuda Bock (Scripps), Tim Melbourne (CWU), Evelyn Roeloffs 
(USGS);   

• Volcanic Processes and Deformation with talks by Mike Poland (HVO), Paul Lundgren 
(JPL),  Tim Masterlark (U. Alabama), Andy Newman (Georgia Tech) and  

• Seafloor Geodesy, Innovative and Collaborative Sea Floor Observing Facilities and 
Subduction Zones with talks by Tadashi Ishikawa (JCG), Scott Nooner (LDEO), John 
Delaney and William Wilcock (UW), Kelin Wang/Earl E.Davis (Geo Survey Canada).   

In addition to these plenary sessions there were 16 Special Topic Sessions, many of which were 
organized by UNAVCO Facility Staff. Each Special Topic Session was focused on related 
science and new initiatives such as future directions for geodetic imaging, building community, 
cyberinfrastucture, requirements for high precision global geodesy, and organizing an 
undergraduate geodesy curriculum.  
UNAVCO hosted an Ignite session Wednesday evening with 14 presentations for an exciting, 
fast-paced, hour of 5-minute presentations that explored topics from earthquake hazards to 
LiDAR to the politics of LightSquared. Ignite is a global event where participants are given five 
minutes to speak, with the slogan: "Enlighten us, but make it quick." You can view all 5-minute 
presentations here: http://igniteshow.com/unavco. 

For more information including detailed agenda see the related science highlight at the 
UNAVCO website. 
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UNAVCO Facility Overview 
UNAVCO conducts two primary activities: providing engineering and instrumentation services 
and providing data services. The Geodetic Infrastructure Program, GI, provides project 
management, planning, installation, operations and maintenance of continuous GPS networks 
around the globe. GI also provides state-of-the-art equipment for campaigns and semi-permanent 
surveys and field engineering upon request. Engineers and technicians also undertake technology 
development, testing, and systems integration to support new project demands. The Geodetic 
Data Services program (GDS) provides data operations and management, product development, 
and archiving and curation of GPS, Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) and InSAR data and data 
products for future applications. These operational programs also contribute significantly to 
education and outreach supporting the UNAVCO Education and Community Outreach (ECE) 
program and PI E&O projects. The GDS Program is headed by the Director Dr. Charles 
Meertens who is senior personnel on the Cooperative Agreement and receives direct funding it. 
Over the reporting period he spent approximately 45% of his of effort on the CA. The remaining 
time, with sponsor approval, he served as interim PBO Director and worked on NASA and NSF 
projects and Bids and Proposals. As of June, 2012, Dr. Glen Mattioli is Director of the GI 
Program and he will also direct the PBO project. 

Support to PIs 
UNAVCO has the unique and fundamental role of providing solid Earth and cryospheric science 
researchers with free access to a pooled resource of geodetic technologies, equipment, data, 
technical support and collaboration that are key enablers of fundamental research being 
conducted from the equator to the poles. Here we highlight the Nicoya Peninsula cGPS project. 

UNAVCO Featured Project Highlight 
Nicoya Peninsula continuous GPS network telemetry upgrades and COCOnet network expansion.   
Principal Investigator (PI): Tim Dixon (University of Miami/RSMAS), Marino Protti (Universidad 
Nacional, Heredia), Susan Schwartz (UC Santa Cruz), and Victor Gonzalez from OVSICORI 
(Universidad Nacional, Heredia) 
Field Engineers: Brendan Hodge (UNAVCO) 
Dates: January 2012 
Location: Various locations in Costa Rica 
Funding Source: NSF - EAR 
 
The Nicoya Peninsula continuous GPS 
network consists of 18 remote sites 
distributed mostly in the forearc of the 
Cocos subduction zone in northwest Costa 
Rica. The network is designed to measure 
transient surface deformation above the 
seismogenic plate-boundary interface. The 
network was established and expanded in several stages beginning 
in 2006. Many of the remotely located sites were constructed 
without telemetry requiring periodic site visits to retrieve GPS data, 
which is stored at each site. In January 2012, a telemetry upgrade was completed on 12 sites to 
permit real-time data access. In addition to work done on the Nicoya GPS network, two site 
upgrades were completed for integration into the Regional COCONet GPS network, which is a 

Figure 2a.  
A COCONet continuous 
GPS and meteorological site 
located in the 'stable' 
backarc of the Caribbean 
plate. This site was 
retrofitted with 
meteorological sensors and a 
communications upgrade to 
permit continuous access to 
the data from the site to 
researchers from around the 
world.  Photo by Brendan 
Hodge (UNAVCO) 
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large NSF funded project comprised of over 50 stations around the Caribbean plate (Figure 2a). 
UNAVCO collaborated with network operators and seismic researchers from the Universidad 
Nacional and OVSICORI seismological research laboratories. 
 
The close proximity of the Nicoya Peninsula to the Cocos-Caribbean plate boundary provides a 
prime opportunity to measure subduction zone processes near the subduction thrust. GPS 
measurements combined with seismic data have revealed important information on earthquakes 
processes at other subduction zones such at Cascadia and Japan. Transient deformation detected 
with continuous GPS networks are providing critical data about earthquake mechanics and in the 
future may provide important forecasting tools for large mega-thrust earthquake events. 

Data transmission from 
each site is accomplished 
by the national cellular 
internet service. At several 
sites, the cellular signal is 
too weak to permit reliable 
data transmission. In the 
future, cellular network 
upgrades may permit data 
access (Figure 2b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Facility Metrics Summary 
A detailed of account of UNAVCO activities in the interim period Sept, 2011-May, 2012, is 
presented in this report. Two types of reporting metrics are used. The first is the overall summary 
of engineering and data activities since 2004 (Table 1). The second is a set of detailed metrics, 
given in the main body of this report, that are associated with specific elements of the Facility’s 
Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). Past annual reports, and quarterly or semi-annual interim 
reports to NSF are archived at http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/reports/reports.html).  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2b. Continuous GPS site near Playa Negra, Costa Rica. The new cellular communication equipment will 
permit remote control and data access from the UNAVCO data center in Boulder, CO. All data from the site is 
quality checked and archived for free and open use by researchers in Costa Rica, the USA and around the world.  
Photo by Brendan Hodge (UNAVCO) 
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*Modification from 2011 report number; 10 OPP TLS projects removed from 2011 NSF PI Projects total 
and are accounted for here in OPP PI Project totals. 

Table 1. Summary of overall metrics for Facility engineering and data activities 2004-2012 
. 

 
The first row in summary Table 1 is the number of PI projects receiving engineering or 
equipment support, ranging from project design and budgeting to full field implementation. To 
date (over the last 9 months), 67 PI projects with NSF EAR/NSF Other and another 44 with 
community support were supported during the report period. There were 57 Polar projects 
(Antarctic and Arctic) supported by the Facility. The number of non-PBO permanent stations 
with general Operations and Management support grew to 758 (571 EAR, 63 Arctic, 63 
Antarctic, 61 NASA). This includes a mix of stations that UNAVCO has primary responsibility 
for O&M as well as stations receiving significant support from PIs and their collaborators with 
the UNAVCO having a secondary data management role. PBO stations are not included as O&M 
and data management is primarily handled by the PBO project. The metric “Total Support 
Requests” refers to requests for support via our support mail alias (support@unavco.org), and by 
direct requests to staff via email and phone calls. The metric “Unique Institutions w/ Project 
Support Requests” shows that there were 103 unique institutions receiving Project Support. The 
number of permanent stations currently active and being archived passed the 2, 000 mark and 
stands at 2, 376. 
 
 

 

Activity by FY 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
(9mos) 

NSF EAR/NSF Other 
PI Projects 
Supported 

48 58 48 52 48 66 51 *84 67 

OPP PI Projects 
Supported 37 38 48 48 60 44 47 58 57 

Other Community Projects 22 38 37 49 43 41 20 28 44 

Permanent Stations O&M 
(incl. PBO Nucleus,  

excl. PBO) 

555 
(209) 

 
593 

(209) 
 

621 
(209) 

730 
(209) 

793 
(209) 

643 
(no PBO 
Nucleus) 

716 759 758 

Campaigns 
Archived 71 41 39 55 41 44 35 66 22 

Permanent Stations 
Archived 

(incl. PBO) 

380 
(40) 

681 
(162) 

1092 
(373) 

1572 
(742) 

1786 
(880) 

1889 
(1101) 

1965 
(1101) 

2025 
(1119) 

2376 
(1119) 

Total UNAVCO 
email/telephone 

Support Requests 
108 157 131 177 228 339 339 252 246 

Unique Institutions  
w/ Project Support Requests 47 63 46 46 48 57 57 93 103 
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Table 2.  Engineering Performance Metrics – NSF CORE 

 

 

2.0 Facility Support Activities 
The UNAVCO Facility provides state-of-the-art GPS equipment and engineering services to PI 
projects. This includes project management, planning, installation, operations and maintenance 
of continuous, permanent GPS station networks around the globe. Engineers and technicians also 
undertake technology development, testing, and systems integration to support new project 
demands. Presented below are highlights of activities during this interim report period as well as 
associated WBS tasks and performance metrics. Included are core support for NSF-EAR, NASA, 
and NSF-OPP programs. 

2.1 NSF/EAR Program Support 
Facility NSF-EAR program support is categorized by task and related metrics in Table 2 below 
and is discussed in the following section. 
 

WBS Task Name Metrics Quantity 

1.1.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment 

1.1.1.2 Permanent Station Operations #Stations on O&M list                                                     571     

1.1.1.3 NSF EAR Project Support 
NSF Other Project Support #Projects 50 

17 
1.1.1.4 Community Project Support #Projects 44 
1.1.1.5 Eng. Tech Support #Tech support requests 246 
1.1.1.6 Development and Testing #D&T projects 2 
1.1.1.7 Pool Equipment Maintenance #Receivers in pool  460 

1.1.1.8 PI Equipment Repairs #Repairs completed 
# New RMAs submitted 

67 
 

1.1.1.9 E&O Support #Meetings, classes, workshops 2 

Permanent Station Operations 
UNAVCO provides operations and management (O&M) support to 571 continuously operating 
stations (Table 3). The O&M support includes data downloading, state of health monitoring and 
reporting, resolving communications and equipment issues, shipping replacement equipment, 
and working with PIs and local contacts to resolve problems. 
UNAVCO, working closely with PIs and their collaborators, provides O&M support at three 
broad levels: 

• High – UNAVCO Facility provides centralized O&M support that may include retrieving 
the data, monitoring station data flow, and proactively responding to problems with data 
flow or station hardware. Problems are fixed remotely working with collaborators if 
necessary. If maintenance trips or materials are required for O&M, these are funded by 
the PI’s project. 

• Medium – PIs or collaborators download the data from the stations, monitor station data 
flow, and handle most problems themselves. UNAVCO provides engineering and 
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medium-level technical support on a request basis. Any UNAVCO Engineering 
maintenance trips and materials required for O&M are covered by the PI’s project. 

• Low – UNAVCO provides only archiving support and a low-level of technical support.  
UNAVCO does not monitor or download data from the stations. 

 
 
 
Table 3. Current UNAVCO Facility Permanent Station Operations and Maintenance List 
Network Name or 
Location 

Principal Investigator No. 
Active 
Stations 

Level 
of 
Effort 

Funding Source 

Afar  Eric Calais, Purdue 16 high NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
AfricaArry Andy Nybleade, Penn 

State University 
18 high NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

Arenal Volcano 
Andrew Newman, 
Georgia Tech 

2 high NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

CALIPSO Glen Mattioli, U of 
Arkansas 

6 high NSF-EAR: IF  

CAP Andes Mike Bevis, OSU 20 high NSF-EAR RAPID 

Caribbean Hurricane 
Prediction & 
Geodetic  Network 

John Braun, UCAR 10 high NSF-ATM/EAR: IF 

COCONet Meghan Miller, 
UNAVCO, John Braun, 
UCAR  

10 high NSF-EAR: IF 

Costa Rica - Nicoya Tim Dixon, U. Miami 21 high NSF-EAR: Tectonics 
Galapagos  Dennis Geist, U. Idaho 10 high NSF-EAR-PET&GEOCHEM 
GPS Soil Moisture Kristine Larson, CU 12 high NSF-EAR: IF 
Haiti Eric Calais, Purdue 5 high NSF-RAPID 
Las Vegas Geoff Blewitt, UNR 2 high NSF-EAR: Hydrology 
Mediterranean Rob Reilinger, MIT 13 high NSF-EAR: Tectonics 
Mid America/New 
Madrid 

Bob Smalley, U. 
Memphis 

13 high NSF-EAR: IF 

Northwest Mexico Rick Bennett, U. of AZ 2 high NSF-EAR: Tectonics 
Pakistan Roger Bilham, CU 5 high NSF-EAR  Tectonics 
Panama Peter LaFemina, Penn 

State University 
2 high NSF-EAR CAREER 

Peatland Minnesota  Paul Glaser, U. of Minn. 14 high NSF Geoscience Directorate, Carbon 
& Water in the Earth System Program, 
interdisciplinary EAR, ATM and OCE 

Puerto Rico Guoquan Wang, U of 
Puerto Rico 

8 high NSF-EAR MRI 

RAPID-Mineral Seth Stien, NW 2 high NSF-RAPID 
Rio Grande Rift  Anne Sheehan, CU 25 high NSF-EAR: EarthScope 
Telica Volcano Peter LaFemina, Penn 

State 
2 high NSF-EAR: Petrology and 

Geochemistry 
Alaska Jeff Freymueller, UAF 6 med NSF-EAR 
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Andaman Islands  John Paul, MSU 5 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
Azerbaijan 
Continuous 

Rob Reilinger, MIT 2 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

Bangladesh Michael Steckler, LDEO 12 med NSF-EAR: Tectonics 
BARGEN Brian Wernicke, Caltech 1 med NSF-EAR 
Central Asia Tom Herring, MIT 6 med NSF-EAR: CD 
Central Iceland Rick Bennett, U. of AZ 14 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
Denali Fault  Jeff Freymueller, UAF 2 med NSF-EAR: F/Geophysics 
E. Med and Red Sea 
Continuous  

Rob Reilinger, MIT 2 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics 

Ecuador Peter LaFemina, Penn 1 med Community Other 

El Salvador Chuck DeMets, UW-
Madison 

4 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

Ethiopia Tectonics Roger Bilham, CU 4 med NSF-EAR  Tectonics 
GULFNET  Roy Dokka, LSU 16 med NSF-EAR: IF  
Hawaii  Asta Miklius, HVO, Paul 

Segall, Stanford 
40 med Community USGS 

Jalisco, Mexico Chuck DeMets, UW-
Madison 

6 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

Mauna Loa Ben Brooks, University of 
Hawaii 

22 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics 

Oaxaca, Mexico Chuck DeMets, UW-
Madison 

6 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics 

PLUTONS Steve McNutt, Cornell 
Univ 

6 med NSF-EAR: Continental Dynamics 

Southeast Alaska  Jeff Freymueller, UAF 6 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

Southest Montana Becky Bendick, U of 
Montana 

8 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

Akutan Volcano Tom Murray, USGS 4 low Community USGS  
Alaska Volcano 
Observatory AVO 

1 low USGS 

Bhutan Roger Bilham, CU 2 low NSF-EAR 
Caltech  Andes John Galetzka, CalTech 15 low NSF-EAR 
Caltech Nepal John Galetzka, CalTech 22 low NSF-EAR 
Dead Sea Continous Rob Reilinger, MIT 4 low NSF-EAR  Tectonics 
DIVE  Tim Melbourne, CWU 1 low Community NASA 
EBRY  Bob Smith, U. Utah 6 low Community USGS 
Eritrea Rob Reilinger, MIT 3 low NSF-EAR  Tectonics 
Idaho National 
Laboratory  

Suzette Payne, INL 15 low Community INEL 

Mt. Spurr  Jeff Freymueller, UAF 4 low Community UAF 
Okmok Volcano Jeff Freymueller, UAF 4 low Community USGS 
Redoubt Volcano John Paskievitch, USGS 3 low Community USGS 
SAGE, New Zealand Peter Molnar, CU 16 low NSF-EAR: Tectonics 
Santorini, Greece Andrew Newman, 

Georgia Tech 
6 low Community - NSF Geophysics 

Proposal Pending 
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Table 4. UNAVCO Facility Supported Individual PI Projects 

Socorro Andrew Newman, 
Georgia Tech 

2 low Community Georgia Tech 

SuomiNet-A  Various ATM PIs 35 low NSF-ATM Proposal Pending 
SuomiNet-G 
(Geodetic)  

Various EAR/ATM PIs 30 low NSF-ATM Proposal Pending 

UNAM Vladimir Kostoglodov, 
UNAM 

1 low Community Other 

UNAVCO Misc 2 low NSF-EAR: IF 

PI Project Services 
In this reporting period 111 PI projects (50 EAR, 17 other NSF including TLS, 44 other Federal 
Agency or Community funded) were supported by UNAVCO. Tasks ranged from project design 
and budgets for proposals to full field deployments for new networks, network upgrades and 
campaign surveys. As an example, this last reporting period the UNAVCO established 2 new 
cGPS stations on Montserrat and 3 new cGPS stations in Santorini in support of the CALIPSO 
and Santorini projects. UNAVCO staff was involved in project planning, network design, 
monument design, equipment preparation and installation of the equipment and establishing real 
time data flow. 
 
A summary listing of PI projects supported by UNAVCO during this semi-annual report period 
is included in Table 4.  
 
 
Project Name PI Support Type Funding Source 

Continental-scale soil 
moisture Iowa installation 
2012 Kristine Larson 

Technical Planning and Support, 
Equipment Configuration/Integration, 
Field Support, Station Data Retrieval 
and Management, Station Installation, 
High-rate GPS/GNSS NSF-AGS 

Soil Moisture Kristine Larson Station Data Retrieval and Management NSF-AGS 
Ancillary Photo Data for 
PBO H2O Kristine Larson Other NSF-ASG 
PBO Tide Gauge L2C 1-
Hz RINEX Kristine Larson High-rate GPS/GNSS, Other NSF-ASG 

Vegetation monitoring Kristine Larson 
Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support NSF-ASG 

DYLAKE (Dynamics of 
Yellowstone Lake) 2012-
2017 Robert Sohn Technical, Data Processing 

NSF-EAR: 
Continental 
Dynamics 

Laguna del Maule Chile 
2011-2107 Chuck DeMets 

Technical, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, Equipment 
Purchase, Station Installation 

NSF-EAR: 
Continental 
Dynamics 

PLACA: Plate Assembly 
of the Colombian Andes Thorston Becker Technical, Broader Impacts 

NSF-EAR: 
Continental 
Dynamics 

CALIPSO Network 
OandM trip 2012 Glen Mattioli 

Technical Planning and Support, 
Equipment Configuration/Integration, 
Equipment Purchase, Equipment 
Testing, Network or Station 
Reconnaissance, Field Support, Station 
Maintenance 

NSF-EAR: Earth 
Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 
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CWU TLS tracking James Normandeau 

Technical Planning and Support, 
Equipment Testing, Pool equipment 
loan 

NSF-EAR: Earth 
Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

MRI-GPS Network 
Houston Urban Natural 
Hazards Guoquan Wang 

Technical, Broader Impacts, Technical 
Planning and Support, Data 
Communications Planning, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, Equipment 
Purchase, Equipment Testing, Field 
Support, Station Data Retrieval and 
Management, Station Installation, 
Station Maintenance, Training, 
GPS/GNSS (Raw,  RINEX), Proposal 
Broader Impacts Development 

NSF-EAR: Earth 
Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

Snow Depth Sensing with 
GPS 2009-2012 Kristine Larson Equipment Configuration/Integration 

NSF-EAR: Earth 
Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

Snow interception by 
vegetation canopies 2011 Eric Small 

Technical Planning and Support, Data 
Communications Planning, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, Field 
Support, Station Installation, Pool 
equipment loan 

NSF-EAR: Earth 
Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

Snow 
sensing/augmentation of 
met sensors 2012 Kristine Larson 

Equipment Configuration/Integration, 
Equipment Purchase 

NSF-EAR: Earth 
Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

Snow Validation site 
visits 2012 Eric Small Technical Planning and Support 

NSF-EAR: Earth 
Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

TLS Tusher Canyon UT 
2011 Charles Meertens 

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 
Equip, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS), Pool equipment loan 

NSF-EAR: Earth 
Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

Alaska-Realtime Jeffrey Freymueller 
Real-time GPS/GNSS, High-rate 
GPS/GNSS 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

California Vegetation 
Validation site visits 2012 Kristine Larson 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

Central Virginia Seismic 
Zone 2012-2013 Seth Stein 

Technical Planning and Support, Data 
Communications Planning, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, Network or 
Station Reconnaissance, Field Support, 
Station Data Retrieval and Management, 
Station Installation, Training, Data 
Processing, GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  RTK) 
Equip, GPS/GNSS (Raw,  RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

Oregon Coast EarthScope 
Antenna Testing Rob McCaffrey  Equipment Testing 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

Rick Bennett Rick Bennett 

Technical Planning and Support, Data 
Communications Planning, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, Equipment 
Purchase, Equipment Testing, Network 
or Station Reconnaissance, Field 
Support, Station Data Retrieval and 
Management, Station Installation, 
Station Maintenance, Data Processing 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 
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San Bernardino 
Mountains EarthScope 
GPS Sally McGill 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  RTK) Equip, 
GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

San Bernardino 
Mountains GPS network 
2012 Sally McGill 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  RTK) Equip, 
GPS/GNSS (Raw,  RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

Snake River Rob McCaffrey  

Technical Planning and Support,  Data 
Communications Planning,  Equipment 
Configuration/Integration,  Equipment 
Purchase,  Network or Station 
Reconnaissance,  Field Support,  
Station Data Retrieval and 
Management,  Station Installation,  
Station Maintenance,  Data Processing 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

NSF TUES Phase I: 
Integrating GPS and 
LIDAR into 
Undergraduate 
Curriculum Guoquan Wang 

Broader Impacts, Equipment Purchase, 
Field Support, GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  
RTK) Equip, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS) Equip, GPS/GNSS (Raw,  
RINEX), Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS), Proposal Broader Impacts 
Development, Workshop and Short 
Course Planning and Coordination, 
Curriculum Development 

NSF-EAR: 
Education and 
Human Resources 

Bijou Creek April 2012 Francis Renger 

Technical Planning and Support, 
Equipment Configuration/Integration, 
Equipment Testing, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign,  RTK) Equip, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) Equip, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geomorphology 
and Land Use 
Dynamics 

Khumbu Glacier 2012 Bernard Hallet 
Training, GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  
RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Geomorphology 
and Land Use 
Dynamics 

Quantifying the 
coevolution of bedload 
transport and bed 
topography in mountain 
rivers Joel Johnson 

Field Support, Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS) Equip, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geomorphology 
and Land Use 
Dynamics 

Rocky Mountain National 
Park Alpine Periglacial 
Processes Jason Janke 

Technical, Broader Impacts, Technical 
Planning and Support, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, Equipment 
Purchase, Equipment Testing, Training, 
Data Processing, Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS) Equip, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS), Proposal 
Broader Impacts Development, 
Research Student Internship (RESESS), 
Curriculum Development 

NSF-EAR: 
Geomorphology 
and Land Use 
Dynamics 

TLS Icy Debris Fans,  NZ 
AK,  2013-15 Craig Kochel 

Technical Planning and Support, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 
Equip, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geomorphology 
and Land Use 
Dynamics 

TLS Surveys of wave 
ripples 2012-2013 Taylor Perron 

Technical Planning and Support, Field 
Support, Data Processing, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geomorphology 
and Land Use 
Dynamics 
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Afar rifting event Eric Calais 
Station Maintenance, Pool equipment 
loan 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

ANCO GPS Shaketable 
Test 2012 Guoquan Wang 

Equipment Testing, Field Support, Data 
Processing, GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  
RTK) Equip, GPS/GNSS (Raw,  
RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

AZERBAIJAN 
GEODYNAMIC CGPS 
NETWORK 2012-2013 Robert Reilinger 

Technical Planning and Support, 
Equipment Purchase, Station Data 
Retrieval and Management 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Capturing Mauna Loa's 
Current Reawakening 
extention #3 2012-2013 Benjamin Brooks GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Greece Robert Reilinger GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  RTK) Equip 
NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Hekla volcano,  Iceland 
2013-2016 Peter LaFemina 

Technical, Station Installation, 
GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  RTK) Equip, 
GPS/GNSS (Raw,  RINEX), Research 
Student Internship (RESESS) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Hign-Precision GPS for 
Geology Graduates 2011 Guoquan Wang GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Jalisco 2009 Archiving Joann Stock GPS/GNSS (Raw,  RINEX) 
NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Kuril GPS Array in 2007-
2014 Mikhail Kogan 

Technical Planning and Support, 
Station Maintenance, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign,  RTK) Equip, GPS/GNSS 
(Raw,  RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Saudi Arabia 2012 survey Robert Reilinger GPS/GNSS (Campaign,  RTK) Equip 
NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Venezuela cGPS 2012-
2015 Roger Bilham 

Technical Planning and Support, Data 
Communications Planning, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip, GPS/GNSS 
(Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

TLS Volcanic features in 
San Rafael, UT 2012 Laura Connor 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, Training, 
Data Processing, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) Equip, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 

NSF-EAR: 
Petrology and 
Geochemistry 

Jurassic Navajo Sandstone 
2012 Marjorie Chan 

Technical, Broader Impacts, Technical 
Planning and Support, Data Processing, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 
Equip, InSAR, Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS), Proposal Broader 
Impacts Development 

NSF-EAR: 
Sedimentary 
Geology and 
Paleobiology 

Adirondacks Matt Pritchard 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Data Communications 
Planning, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, Equipment 
Purchase, Training, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip, GPS/GNSS 
(Raw, RINEX), InSAR 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

Haiti postseismic GPS 
2011 Eric Calais Station Maintenance 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 
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Husavik fault 2012 Sarah Titus 

Technical, GPS/GNSS (Campaign, 
RTK) Equip, GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX), Pool equipment loan 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

Iceland episodic GPS and 
TLS survey 2012 Peter LaFemina 

Field Support, GPS/GNSS (Campaign, 
RTK) Equip, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS) Equip, Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS) 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

InSAR Data Viewer 
Development Falk Amelung Technical 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

Jordan 2010 Campaign 
Archiving Francisco Gomez GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

Kashmir Valley cGPS 
2012  Roger Bilham 

Equipment Configuration/Integration, 
Equipment Purchase, Network or 
Station Reconnaissance, Field Support, 
Station Installation 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

TLS White Mountains 
Fault Zone 2012 Kurt Frankel 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Field Support, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) Equip, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

TLS MRI Proposal SFSU 
2012 Jerry Davis Technical, Broader Impacts NSF-MRI 

Galapagos Faults 2012 Karen Harpp 
Data Processing, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip NSF-OCE 

Cascades Volcano 
Archiving Michael Lisowski 

Station Maintenance, GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX) NSF-Other 

Characterizing Forest 
Structure for Snow Prediction 
using TLS 2012-2013 Adrian Harpold 

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 
Equip, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS) NSF-Other 

COCONet Jamaica Cays 
2012 Meghan Miller GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip NSF-Other 

Determination of 
Accurate Sea Levels in 
Florida's Coastal Regions 
Using GNSS Mustafa Berber 

Technical, Broader Impacts, Technical 
Planning and Support, Data 
Communications Planning, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, Equipment 
Purchase, Equipment Testing, Network 
or Station Reconnaissance, Field 
Support, Station Data Retrieval and 
Management, Station Installation, 
Station Maintenance, Training, Data 
Processing, GPS/GNSS (Campaign, 
RTK) Equip, GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX), GPS Time Series and 
Velocities, Real-time GPS/GNSS, 
High-rate GPS/GNSS, GPS/GNSS Data 
Processing Service, Proposal Broader 
Impacts Development, Workshop and 
Short Course Planning and 
Coordination NSF-Other 

Freymueller Campaign 
Archiving 2011 Jeffrey Freymueller GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) NSF-Other 
Geodetic Acoustic 
Benchmark Beacon 
Inverted Echosounder 
(GABBIES) Yang Shen Other NSF-Other 

Ijk Dijk 2012 Michael Mooney 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 
Equip, Terrestrial Laser Scanning  NSF-Other 
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Mapping Fault Scarps on 
a Rock Glacier at 
Handcart Gulch 2012 Meghan Miller 

Broader Impacts, Field Support, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 
Equip, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS), Research Student Internship 
(RESESS) NSF-Other 

Olympic Peninsula 2013-
2017 Rick Bennett 

Data Processing, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip, GPS/GNSS 
Data Processing Service NSF-Other 

TLS Adige River, Italian 
Alps 2012 James Cotter 

Training, Data Processing, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) Equip, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) NSF-Other 

TLS Error Budget for 
Earth Science 
Applications 2012 Michael Gleason 

Technical, Broader Impacts, Technical 
Planning and Support, Field Support, 
Data Processing, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) Equip, 
GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX), Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS), Research 
Student Internship (RESESS) NSF-Other 

TLS Green Sahara 
Archaeology Site 2011 Paul Sereno 

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 
Equip, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS), Pool equipment loan NSF-Other 

TLS- Pantanal (Brazil) 
Wetlands Vegetation 
2012-16 Rudolf Jaffe 

Broader Impacts, Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS), Proposal Broader 
Impacts Development, Workshop and 
Short Course Planning and 
Coordination NSF-Other 

Central US GPS Michael Hamburger 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip, GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

Other Federal 
Agency 

CORS at Tide Gauge 
Sites 2012-13 Giovanni Sella Station Installation 

Other Federal 
Agency 

Elwha River post-dam 
removal monitoring J. Toby Minear 

Training, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS) Equip, Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS) 

Other Federal 
Agency 

Foundation CORS 2012-
2013 Giovanni Sella Station Installation 

Other Federal 
Agency 

N/A Aviva Sussman 

Technical, Broader Impacts, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) Equip, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 

Other Federal 
Agency 

TLS scanning of Trail 
Ridge Road, RMNP, 
CO2012 Jason Janke 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Field Support, Training, Data 
Processing, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS) Equip, Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS), GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip 

Other Federal 
Agency 

USGS Shaketable Testing 
2012: GNSS accuracy at 
high-rate John Langbein 

Equipment Configuration/Integration, 
Equipment Testing, Real-time 
GPS/GNSS, High-rate GPS/GNSS 

Other Federal 
Agency 

USGS VHP Data 
Archiving Michael Lisowski GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

Other Federal 
Agency 

YFTB-2012 Rob McCaffrey  GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 
Other Federal 
Agency 

  Richard Esser 
Equipment Purchase, GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX), InSAR 

Other Federal 
Agency 
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Quantifying fluvial 
erosion rates on Cascade 
Volcanoes John Pitlick 

Technical, Field Support, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) Equip, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 

Other Federal 
Program 

Rye Patch Gravity and 
Magnetic Survey William Gosnold GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip State or Civic 
Sacramento Delta 
BLiDAR Benjamin Brooks High-rate GPS/GNSS State or Civic 
Central Baja Coseismic 
2012 Rocco Malservisi GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip University Funds 
Denali 2012 Seth Campbell GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip University Funds 

GPS and LIDAR Field 
Education 2012 Guoquan Wang 

Technical, Field Support, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) Equip, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) University Funds 

Indiana University field 
geophysics class 2012 Michael Hamburger GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip University Funds 
Indiana University Sierra 
field class 2012 Michael Hamburger GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip University Funds 

Integration of TLS into a 
geology field course G429 
2012 Bruce Douglas 

Technical, Field Support, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) Equip, 
GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX), Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS), Curriculum 
Development University Funds 

Introducing TLS to the 
University of Michigan 
Field Camp Nathan Niemi 

Field Support, Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS) Equip, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS), Curriculum 
Development University Funds 

Northern Baja 2012 Rocco Malservisi GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip University Funds 

Support of Baja California 
GPS survey 2011 Rocco Malservisi 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, Equipment 
Testing, Training University Funds 

TLS Biosphere 
Geomorphology Course 
2012 Steve DeLong 

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 
Equip, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS) University Funds 

TremorScope 2012 Richard Allen Other University Funds 
Ecological Survey in 
Honduras 2012 Ramesh Shrestha GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

Commercial or 
Private 

Madagascar GPS 
Campaign 2012 D. Sarah Stamps GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

Commercial or 
Private 

Rock Glacier Monitoring 
in Great Basin National 
Park Jeff Munroe 

Technical, Field Support, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) Equip, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS), 
GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

Commercial or 
Private 

Seismic survey of the 
Beaver Dam Wash 2012 Nick Christie-Blick GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

Commercial or 
Private 

Uganda GPS Campaign 
2012 D. Sarah Stamps GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

Commercial or 
Private 

Afar Campaign 2012 Eric Calais GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip Foreign 
Baikal-Mongolia 
Campaign Archiving 
1994-2004 Eric Calais GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) Foreign 
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COOPEUS Proposal 
Development Fran Boler 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX), 
GPS Time Series and Velocities Foreign 

GSC Trimble GNSS 
Choke Ring Antenna 
Comparison Michael Schmidt Technical, Equipment Testing Foreign 
ICECON 2012 U of 
Luxembourg Tonie van Dam 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Equipment Purchase Foreign 

National Centrum for 
Diagnostic of Earth«s 
Surface Deformation in 
the Area of Slovakia Marcel Mojzes 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Station Installation Foreign 

SATICE Antenna Testing Pedro Elosegui 
Equipment Testing, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip Foreign 

TLS training - Asia 
Tectonics Paul Tapponnier Training, Data Processing Foreign 

Greenland validation 
strain network 2012 William Colgan 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Training, Data Processing, 
GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip, 
GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX), 
GPS/GNSS Data Processing Service 

NASA-
Cryospheric 
Science 

Support for UAVSAR in 
Iceland Mark Simons 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Equipment 
Configuration/Integration, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip 

NASA-
Cryospheric 
Science 

Montserrat_SHV-NASA-
RT-GPS 2012 Glen Mattioli 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Network or Station 
Reconnaissance, Field Support, Station 
Installation, Station Maintenance, Real-
time GPS/GNSS, High-rate GPS/GNSS 

NASA-Earth 
Surface and 
Interior 

TLS NASA Chile 
Glaciers 2012-17 Nathalie Cabrol 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, Field Support, Training, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 
Equip, Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS) NASA-Other 

Greenland firn 
compaction 2012 Theodore A. Scambos 

Training, Data Processing, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip, GPS/GNSS 
(Raw, RINEX), GPS/GNSS Data 
Processing Service NASA-ROSES 

Grounding Zones of 
Greenland Outlet Glaciers 
2012 Daniel Lawson 

Technical, Technical Planning and 
Support, GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip, GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) NASA-ROSES 

Isortoq Glacier 2013 - 
Lawson Daniel Lawson 

Technical, GPS/GNSS (Campaign, 
RTK) Equip NASA-ROSES 

 

Engineering Tech Support 
During this report period the UNAVCO Facility responded to approximately 246 requests for 
support via our support mail alias (support@unavco.org), and by direct requests to staff via email 
and phone calls. 
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Figure 3 Trimble 
R7/5700 receiver 
usage. Shown are 
the percentage 
utilization and the 
total number in the 
EAR receiver pool. 
As of March 2007 
OPP receivers are 
reported separately 
and are not 
included in the 
total.  

Figure 4 Trimble 
NetRS receiver 
usage. This receiver 
package is intended 
for use in semi-
permanent and 
campaign receiver 
pool.  

UNAVCO GPS Receiver Pool 
The UNAVCO Facility pool now consists of 460 GPS receivers. The last period saw a continued 
high level of utilization of the UNAVCO receiver pool (Table 5, Figures 3-6).  The UNAVCO 
Facility continues to upgrade the receiver pool. This period UNAVCO added 12 Trimble NetR9 
GNSS receivers to the NSF pool.   
 
 
Table 5. Receiver Utilization (EAR pool) 

Receiver 
Utilization NetR8 NetRS 5700/R7 

Topcon (for 
EarthScope only) 

Average 42 88 79 64 
Peak 95 99 97 91 
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Figure 6 
EarthScope/PBO 
Topcon receiver 
usage. Shown are the 
percentage utilization 
and the total number 
in the receiver pool. 
Use of this pool is 
restricted to 
EarthScope or closely 
associated projects 
and subject to NSF 
approval. 

Figure 5 Trimble 
NetR8/9 receiver 
usage. This receiver 
package is intended 
for use in semi-
permanent and 
campaign receiver 
pool. 

 
 
 

 

PI Equipment Repairs 
The UNAVCO Facility is an authorized Trimble repair facility. Since the introduction of the 
Trimble NetRS to the recent release of their latest GNSS product, the NetR9, the UNAVCO 
community has purchased over 3500 receivers through the twice-yearly UNAVCO community 
purchase program.  With this program the receivers come with a five-year warranty with the 
stipulation that the repairs are handled by UNAVCO. This arrangement has brought the costs 
down for equipment purchases and enables equipment to be used for longer periods of time.  

During this interim report period UNAVCO received 137 submissions for equipment repairs and 
during the same time 67 repairs were completed. This includes repairs for GPS receivers, 
antennas, radio modems and metrological packages. The repairs ranged from handling RMA 
submissions to board level repairs. 

EarthScope/PBO Project Support 
The EarthScope-funded pool of 100 Topcon GB-1000 systems was used to support 8 PI-projects 
during the reporting period: the EarthScope-funded Rio Grande Rift II follow-on  (A. Sheehan, S. 
Nerem, U of CO, and Mark Murray New Mexico Tech), Colorado Plateau (C. Kreemer UNR and 
R. Bennett, AZ).  The non-EarthScope ICECAP (D. Blankenship, U. of TX), GPS for TLS (D. 
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Phillips, UNAVCO), High-Precision GPS for Geology Graduates (G. Wang, Houston), Chile 
RAPID Response (M. Bevis, OSU and B. Brooks, Hawaii), Beaver Dam Wash Seismic Survey (R. 
Almeida, LDEO), and TLS Texas New Mexico Volcanic (R. Ewing, Caltech) were supported with 
this equipment at the UNAVCO Project Manager’s discretion whenever the UNAVCO Facility’s 
equipment pool is over-subscribed.  The 15-system deployment in response to M8.8 Maule 
earthquake has been completed during the past quarter and the transition and upgrade of the 
network to new NSF CD funding is in progress.  The EarthScope pool was fully subscribed during 
July of 2011 and will be operating at or close to full usage during the coming summer season. 

Both the Facility’s Development & Testing and Equipment Groups provide resources to the 
EarthScope campaign support effort by testing, maintaining, improving and shipping the GPS 
systems for PI Projects. In response to system failures and data loss experienced during the first 
several months of the Colorado Plateau project extensive testing was done on the power 
controllers, solar panels and batteries used in the system cases.  New solar panels and regulators 
were identified that solved the problems and have been successfully deployed at the majority of 
the stations by the PI’s 
The 25-station Rio Grande Rift II follow-on project began during Q4 of 2011 and UNAVCO is 
now directly responsible for the operation and maintenance of the network.  Field expenses and 
materials and supplies are funded by a subaward from the University of Colorado. All but one of 
the stations currently require semi-annual visits for manual data downloads, but we plan to add 
data communications to several of the stations later this year.  This will allow for continuous data 
flow and state-of health monitoring, allow for quick identification of station failures and reduce 
field costs. Fieldwork will be managed by the PBO East Region, but will involve staff from the 
PBO Socorro office and UNAVCO Facility as well.  

Performance Metrics 9/2011 – 5/2012 
EarthScope Project Support: 8 Projects supported, 100 Receivers in Pool  

2.2 NASA Program Support  
UNAVCO in conjunction with Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) provides support for the NASA 
GNSS infrastructure through a network of 61 permanent GNSS sites called the Global GNSS 
Network (GGN), which represents approximately 16% of the stations that make up the IGS 
GNSS permanent station network (Figure 7).  The GGN provides infrastructure necessary for 
very accurate GPS orbit determination and terrestrial reference frame control for a number of 
NASA missions. Data from these stations are used to produce highly accurate products that are 
essential for Earth science research, multidisciplinary applications, and education.  Regular fiscal 
accountability reports and use of the NASA Statement of Work (SOW) as a living document and 
discussion/concurrence via regular meetings with JPL/Caltech Product Delivery Manager (David 
Stowers), help to ensure consistency between NASA funded IGS efforts, JPL GNSS programs, 
and the resources and expertise applied to these efforts and programs by UNAVCO.  
Performance metrics for NASA program support are given in Table 6 on the following page. 
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Figure 7 Map showing GGN stations and a current (June 2012) snapshot of the network status. Green dots indicate 
GPS stations that are currently operational, yellow dots are operational stations with GPS & GLONASS capability 
with a second receiver; pink dots are operational and have GPS, GLONASS, & L2C capability; blue dots are GPS & 
L2C stations; red dots are currently non-operational.    

Current Status of GGN Network 
There are currently 61 GGN station and 74 receivers monitored (some sites have multiple 
receivers on the same antenna). At present 35 of the 61 GGN sites are reference frame stations.  
Currently 53 GGN sites are fully operational, providing daily files to the geodetic user 
community. Eight are awaiting repair or are in the process of being repaired.  There are 6 stations 
with Trimble NetRS receivers tracking L2C and 14 multi-constellation sites tracking GPS and 
GLONASS. The GLONASS receivers being used are primarily Javad Lexon, Javad Delta as well 
as Topcon NetG3A. Three sites were recently decommissioned: NSSP, RCM7, and RCMV. 
 
Table 6. Engineering Performance Metrics – NASA CORE (12/01/10– 05/31/11) 

WBS TASK (Engineering and 
Equipment Services) 

Performance Metrics Numbers 

1.2.1.2 Permanent Station Operations 

# of sites monitored (on O&M list) 61 
# of receivers monitored 74 
# of troubleshoots 273 
# of new stations installed 2 

1.2.1.3 Permanent Station Maintenance # of field trips or upgrades 5* 
Note: * Site visits were: HARV, ISPA, FAIR, MCM4, and Goddard.  

As part of its support, the UNAVCO responded to approximately 273 individual troubleshooting 
and maintenance issues during the report period (December 1, 2011 through May 31, 2012).  
These troubleshooting incidents include: communication outages, configuration changes, 
maintenance trips, as well as various hardware upgrades at a number of stations. NASA also 
contributes to UNAVCO’s development and testing activities and three D&T projects for NASA 
were completed during this period.  

New GGN Installations 
In January, 2012, UNAVCO installed two deep drill braced monuments at the Goddard 
Geophysical and Astronomical Observatory (GGAO).  The site is operated by the NASA 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and is used for space geodesy research and development.  
GGAO is an important co-location site because it has all four space geodetic techniques 
operating: GNSS, VLBI, SLR and DORIS. GGAO will become part of the NASA funded Space 
Geodesy Project which was initiated in 2011 (Figures 8 and 9). 
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Figure 9 Pictured on the left 
is the GODN monument 
installed at GGAO in early 
2012.  The second 
monument, GODS, lies due 
south of the GODN 
approximately 230 feet. 

 

 
 
Jointly operated by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and JPL, the project is focused on 
constructing, operating, and maintaining a NASA Space Geodetic Network (NSGN) of 
integrated, multi-technique, next generation space geodetic observing systems.  This new Space 
Geodetic Network will serve as NASA’s core contribution to a global network designed to 
provide infrastructure necessary for a wide array of NASA missions. Data from the space 
geodetic network will be used to produce highly accurate products that are essential for Earth 
Science Research, multidisciplinary applications, and education.  Its data will also be used in 
defining the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF), as well as provide the foundation 
for all space-based and ground based observations of the Earth. Having established the first node 
of the NSGN at GGAO demonstrates that NASA is well suited to begin planning the deployment 
of a Space Geodetic Network on a global scale. 

Existing GGN Station Upgrades 
On occasion, a component of GGN station equipment may fail for various reasons.  UNAVCO’s 
role is to proactively prepare and resolve any issues that may occur at all GGN stations.  
Hardware failures and communication failures, which require replacement equipment to bring 
the station online, are typical problems UNAVCO resolves within the GGN network.  Common 

Figure 8 UNAVCO drilling 
contractors Mike Lundgren 
and David Cover carefully 
coordinate the drilling of an 
angled leg for the second 
monument (GODS) installed 
at GGAO. Please visit the 
following link for the project 
highlight and additional 
pictures: 
http://facility.unavco.org/hig
hlights/2012/goddard.html  
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Figure 10 The plot above depicts the network accessibility of the HARV station before and after the site visit. The 
repairs have solved the communication issues.    

item replacements include: antenna cables, antennas, receivers, computer systems (or 
components thereof), and communication links. Upgrades and repairs are listed in Table 7. 

On April 9th, 2012 the HARV station received a site visit from a UNAVCO engineer due to a 
failed communication problem. The HARV station is located on the Harvest oil platform, six 
miles off the cost of Santa Maria, California. The platform is a host to various scientific research 
instruments including sea level measurement equipment.  
 
 

 

The previous VSAT antenna was installed five years ago and exposure to the elements corroded 
much of the antenna. During the Harvest visit, a new VSAT antenna dish and feedhorn were 
installed and the communication link was reestablished fixing the communication problem 
(Figure 10). 
On June 6th, 2012 the Bangalore, India station (IISC) was upgraded with new computer and 
network equipment. Due to the circumstances at IISC, the computer and receiver communicate 
via a fiber optic link. The upgrade of the fiber optic link now provides a faster and a more 
reliable connection between the receiver and the computer. 
Many GGN stations are co-located with international agencies whose staff collaborates with 
UNAVCO engineers to maintain and support GGN GPS stations. The local collaborators receive 
shipments, install new equipment, and troubleshoot any problems detected by UNAVCO 
engineers. In this season a total of 10 stations received shipments from UNAVCO to either 
replace failed equipment or upgrade outdated units.  
 
Table 7:  Listing of early season GGN station upgrades/repairs. 

Station New Equipment Cause Intl. Agencies 
ABPO computer lightning strike Institute Observatory of 

Geophysics of 
Antananarivo (IOGA) 

BSHM router* failed Technion - Israel 
Institute of Technology 
Department of Geodesy 

CRAO router* failed Crimean Astrophysical 
Observatory Scientific-

research institute 
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Figure 11 NLIB 
monument and its 
upgraded JPL ring 
monument 
accommodating a 
calibrated SCIGN 
dome. 

CUSV UPS batteries failed Chulalongkorn 
University Department 
of Survey Engineering 

DGAR computer and GLONASS 
Javad Delta receiver 

failed computer, receiver 
upgrade 

US Air Force 

GODE UPS failed NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center 

MBAR computer and GLONASS 
Javad delta receiver 

outdated computer, 
receiver upgrade 

The Uganda Geological 
Survey and Mines Dept. 

MCM4 UPS, computer, antenna 
splitter 

failed UPS, outdated 
computer, failed splitter 

McMurdo Station 
Antarctica 

NLIB compact flash card failed NRAO 
PIE1 computer and UPS outdated computer and 

failed ups 
NRAO 

SEY1 computer, router* lightning strike Seychelles National Oil 
Company (SNOC) 

ZAMB Network link reestablished** ISP delays Ministry of Lands - 
Survey Department 

Zambia 
Note: * All routers mentioned above were supplied by the local Internet Service Provider. ** Equipment for ZAMB 
was shipped approximately one and a half years ago but only recently did the station come online.  

Other NASA Support 
UNAVCO, through the core cooperative agreement, and sponsored by NASA, NSF EAR and 
NSF OPP, supports the development and maintenance of the TEQC software. This software 
includes data translation from over 50 receiver formats, data editing and quality checking. TEQC 
is integral to the GGN and IGS data handling and is widely used by hundreds of US and 
international GNSS groups. In fact, TEQC is one of the most widely accessed parts of the 
UNAVCO website with, on average, over 25 downloads of the software occurring each day. 
TEQC is an important part of development and testing activities and is a critical part of the 
GNSS data processing workflow as well as being used for archiving operations. UNAVCO staff 
interacts with international groups defining RINEX and BINEX format specifications and has 
participated in the IGS Analysis Center workshops where formats and other issues related to 
GNSS modernization were discussed. 

Planned Activities  
The Santiago, Chile station (SANT) is hosted by the 
SSC Chile Satellite Station facility. UNAVCO 
engineers in conjunction with site contacts at the 
Santiago facility recently discovered that a damaged 
power adapter was not delivering the required voltage 
to the Ashtech receiver. UNAVCO will take this 
opportunity to upgrade the SANT station with new 
computer, replacement cables and a GNSS Javad Delta 
receiver. 

A communications upgrade at the Galapagos Islands 
station in Ecuador (GLPS) is currently in progress. UNAVCO reoccupied an unused 3.8 meter 
dish located on the Charles Darwin Foundation (CDF) premises. However, an upgrade of the 
communications link between the VSAT and the CDF Fisher building is now needed. UNAVCO 
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shipped additional network equipment along with network cable in order for CDF IT staff to 
upgrade the connection. UNAVCO will continue to coordinate with CDF IT staff to finalize the 
link upgrade and bring the station back online. 
After the successful December 15, 2010 deployment of the new JPL ring monument adaptor at 
the North Liberty, Iowa station (NLIB), UNAVCO will move forward with plans to upgrade 5 
additional stations (Figure 11). Local US stations will be selected and site visits will be planned. 
The upgrade process will start by deploying a temporary campaign system approximately one 
month before the actual monument modification near the selected stations. Once the new 
monument hardware is installed the campaign system will continue to run for an additional 
month. The campaign data will serve as a short baseline site tie to the modified monument.  

Recently the NASA/JPL and Argentina have signed an agreement that will allow the re-
occupation of the CORD monument. After the previously signed contract expired, the station 
equipment was shipped back to UNAVCO. With the new contract in place, UNAVCO has 
started communicating with staff at Comision Nacional De Actividades Espaciales (CONAE) 
facility near Cordoba, Argentina. After all networking requirements and logistics details are 
resolved; UNAVCO will ship all necessary equipment to reestablish the CORD station. 

NASA/JPL is currently negotiating a contract with the Nation of Brunei. Once NASA/JPL 
establishes this agreement, UNAVCO will begin planning the deployment of a short drilled-
braced monument on the north coast of the island of Borneo in Southeast Asia.  
Currently six GGN stations are located on the grounds of National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory (NRAO) facilities across the US. There are a total of ten NRAO facilities and 
NASA/JPL would like to establish GPS stations on the remaining four NRAO sites. If an 
agreement can be met, UNAVCO will begin planning the installation of 4 new short drilled brace 
monuments at the following NRAO sites: Owens Valley, CA, Kitt Peak, AZ, Los Alamos, NM, 
Hancock, NH. 

Development and Testing 
UNAVCO is currently developing a “Green” GPS station for use in NASA projects that will 
minimize the traditional dependence of A/C power and land-line communications. The Green 
Station concept will integrate the results of an important parallel development project – a robust 
data communications solution that uses low cost cellular or land-line as its primary conduit that 
quickly fails over to BGAN.  Ideal for use in remote areas where local internet service is 
available but not reliable, the system allows the more expensive BGAN service to be used only 
when needed, and as BGAN is robust enough to survive earthquake-induced strong motion, the 
system is also ideal for monitoring networks to ensure their connectivity following an event.  
Further details of Development and Testing projects of interest to NASA are available later in 
this report. 

IGSCB Support 
UNAVCO provided participant and logistical support to the IGS Central Bureau (IGSCB) by 
arranging accommodations for the International Association of Geodesy (IAG) meeting, and the 
IGS governing board meeting that took place December, 2011 at the fall AGU meeting in San 
Francisco. UNAVCO also hosted the IGS / GGOS reception at AGU. 
UNAVCO is regularly participating in meetings with personnel from the IGS CB regarding the 
re-design of the IGS website.  It was decided that a site log manager tool would be developed 
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first that would allow station logs to be edited via forms.  We have just placed a soft freeze on 
the software so that a few remaining items can be cleaned up prior to the software going to the 
Infrastructure committee for feedback.  IGSCB personnel are leading the effort. At the request of 
the IGSCB UNAVCO created an IGS branded Data Archive Interface (DAI), which may be 
integrated into future IGSCB webpages. 
In related IGS activities, UNAVCO Facility Director Dr. Charles Meertens was selected as an At 
Large member of the IGS Governing Board and he attended the IGSGB meeting in Vienna, 
Austria, and the European Geophysical Meeting. Dr. Louis Estey, from the UNAVCO Data 
Group, took his place on the IGS Infrastructure Committee. Dr. Fredrick Blume serves on the 
IGS Antenna Working Group. UNAVCO will participate in the IGS Analysis Center workshop 
in July in Poland. 

2.3 NSF Office of Polar Programs Support 
More detailed reporting of NSF-OPP is provided in separate program specific reports, available 
at www.unavco.org/polar. The 2011-12 Antarctic field season took place during this reporting 
period, and again proved to be a very busy one for the UNAVCO polar engineering staff.  The 
2012 Arctic field season is currently underway with a steady flow of projects scheduled 
throughout the summer months.  Arctic support so far included terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) 
support in the Shetland Islands, as well as GPS support to projects in Greenland and Alaska.  The 
complexity of support provided to PI projects overall continues to increase as a broadening suite 
of UNAVCO geodetic engineering services and products has been met with enthusiasm from the 
community.  The expertise currently offered by the UNAVCO Polar support team includes 
campaign and long-term autonomous precision GPS technologies with Iridium communications, 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) and polar rated power systems of up to 5 watts continuous, 
accessible to grantees to run remote instrumentation. 
The 2011–12 Antarctic campaign season was once again very full, with support provided to 33 
individual PI projects.  This number again 
exceeds averages closer to 20 Antarctic 
projects in previous seasons.  The entire 
available Polar GPS campaign equipment 
pool was deployed, including 45 of the latest 
generation Trimble NetR8 and NetR9 
receivers.  UNAVCO supplied instruments 
to several large Antarctic GPS projects, 
among them C-520 WISSARD 
(Anandakrishnan), I-181 Whillans Ice 
Stream Stick Slip (Winberry), C-407 
(Bindschadler) Pine Island Glacier, and I-
351 Byrd Glacier Dynamics 
(Stearns/Hamilton).  We continue to see the 
nature of the events supported growing in 
complexity, with requests for multiple, 
long-term deployable GPS systems 
becoming more commonplace.  Many of 
these projects involve large local GPS 
networks with at least one system in 
network coupled with Iridium communications. 

Figure 12  UNAVCO engineers service a continuously 
operating GPS site at Coulman High, near McMurdo 
Station – November 2011. 
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Interest in terrestrial based laser scanning has continued to grow as well, with 8 projects 
receiving TLS support this past Antarctic season. Most TLS projects have a GPS component 
attached to them, which plays into the higher demand for GPS instruments.  The suite of LiDAR 
scanners used by UNAVCO has proven capable of operation in the extremes of the polar 
environment, although care must be taken to keep them running optimally. Projects that 
requested laser scanning included several events in the McMurdo Dry Valleys as well as the 
Mount Erebus group G-081 (Kyle).  Dr. Kyle’s event employed multiple scanners for different 
tasks this season. As terrestrial laser scanner continues to see heavy usage in Antarctica and the 
Arctic, instrument and operator availability have been the limiting factors in project support.  
UNAVCO has recently broadened the base of qualified polar TLS operators, but the team must 
rely on borrowed resources from the EAR scanner pool to meet increased demand. We expect to 
see a continued rise in demand for this resource from the grantee community in the future.!!
 
ANET, the Antarctic facet of POLENET, was not without challenges this season, given the 
difficulties of weather delays and limitations in resource scheduling.  However this year three of 
four remaining new sites were successfully installed (Figure 12).  Additionally, the ANET team 
was able to pay maintenance visits to 28 existing sites, providing incremental technology 
upgrades to these stations to make them current with newer sites. There are now 35 POLENET 
continuous GPS systems deployed in Antarctica plus an additional six that are fielded under the 
LARISSA project.! 
Remote power systems are a product that has roots in the original MRI to develop seismic and 
GPS platforms capable of running year round with minimal maintenance.  Several of these 
power systems have now been fielded in the Arctic and Antarctic.   This year UNAVCO 
provided an enhanced performance power system for the Windless Bight Distributed 
Temperature Sensing project (Holland, O-286) capable of delivering a full 10 watts of 
continuous power to the project instrumentation package.!!
Iridium communications using RUDICS based technology for remote GPS sites has moved 
beyond the beta stage and UNAVCO has fielded new Xeos Technology modems in a small 
number of field installations.  The latest of these is at Pine Island, under the care of Bob 
Bindschadler and is working very well.  RUDIX technology provides enhanced data and 
communications capabilities to the continuous sites. 
Meetings attended include the Polar Technology Conference, the UNAVCO 2012 Science 
Workshop, and the Polar Network Science Committee meeting. 
 
Table 8. Engineering Performance Metrics – OPP 

1.3.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment - Arctic 
1.3.1.2 Permanent Station Ops # stations monitored (on O&M list) 

# station maintenance events 
# unique PIs 

63 
26 

5 
1.3.1.4 PI Project Services # projects combined (Includes 3 TLS 

projects) 
# unique PIs 

24 
 

22 
1.3.1.6 Development and Testing # D&T projects 3 

1.3.1.7 Pool Equipment Maintenance # receivers in pool 123  

1.3.1.8 PI Equipment Repairs # repairs completed See WBS 1.1.1.8 
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1.4.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment - Antarctic 
1.4.1.2 Permanent Station Ops # stations monitored (on O&M list) 

# station maintenance events 
# unique PIs 

63 
28  

9 
1.4.1.4 PI Project Services # projects combined (Includes 8 TLS 

projects) 
# unique PIs 

33 
 

33 
1.4.1.6 Development and Testing # D&T projects 3 

1.4.1.7 Pool Equipment Maintenance # receivers in pool 197  

1.4.1.8 PI Equipment Repairs # repairs completed See WBS 1.1.1.8 

2.4 UNAVCO Facility Development and Testing 
The Development and Testing effort funded by the UNAVCO Facility NASA, NSF-EAR, and NSF-
OPP tasks with contributions from NSF-EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory.  Ad-hoc 
contributions to individual Development and Testing projects from other UNAVCO groups have 
been critical to the effort, with individuals participating in projects of direct interest to their 
operational efforts.  Close collaboration with the Facility Data Group on the ongoing development of 
teqc software to integrate new GNSS constellation capabilities has been an important ongoing focus 
of the D&T staff. 

A key component of GNSS hardware Development and Testing is the ability to process and 
analyze data using high-precision carrier-phase techniques and packages such as GAMIT, Bernese, 
and GIPSY. Our staff maintains a high level of GAMIT expertise and its high-rate counterparts 
TRACK and TRACK-RT (Real-Time) are being used on many of the projects detailed below.  We 
assisted in co-teaching a GAMIT course with Bob King at the AfricaArray meeting in 
Johannesburg in Q4 2011 and participated in the GIPSY short course to expand our capabilities. 

The management and ongoing development of the UNAVCO Facility’s Online Knowledge Base 
(http://facility.unavco.org/kb/) is also a primary responsibility of the Development and Testing 
group.  With dedicated support from the Facility’s webmaster, the KB software has been 
upgraded and is now a UNAVCO-wide resource.  Population of the KB with updated material 
from our website and new articles contributed by UNAVCO staff is ongoing, and Knowledge 
Base is the primary forum for distribution of Development and Testing project results and other 
technical information shared within UNAVCO and the Community. 
A wide variety of Development and Testing 
projects are currently in progress, 
encompassing all aspects of GNSS and data 
communication technologies, and are 
detailed in the table below.  After having 
observed GPS systems failures in the field 
during the Maule and Tohoku earthquakes, 
our efforts have been focused on testing the 
ability of our field stations to withstand 
strong shaking in future events.  We 
recently conducted tests on a shake table in 

Figure 13 - Preparing shaketable test of GNSS receivers 
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which several models of GNSS receivers and antennas were subjected to extreme 3-dimensional 
shaking of over 8g using the field records the M8.8 2010 Maule, Chile earthquake.  Data analysis 
is ongoing, but preliminary results show that certain models are more susceptible to shaking-
induced tracking failure than others, and that we can identify thresholds of acceleration and jerk 
at which problems may occur.  Also critical to the performance of field systems during extreme 
shaking is the development of robust and cost effect data communications systems that will not 
be subject to interruptions during events.  Failover systems that use the satellite-based BGAN 
system, which is robust but expensive, are in the advanced testing phased and will be deployed at 
field stations in the coming months, both in NASA and PBO networks. 

Performance Metrics 9/2011 – 5/2012 
Development and Testing:  8 projects completed (Table 9), 11 in progress (Table 10) 
 
Table 9. Development and Testing Projects Completed 9/2011-5/2012 
Project Name PI/Requestor Personnel Involved Description 

LightSquared RF 
Interference Analysis 

UNAVCO Facility, 
Community 

F. Blume, H. 
Berglund 

Participate in Technical Working 
Group analysis of LightSquared 
testing data and report preparation, 
investigation of mitigation 
techniques. 

GNSS Receiver RF 
Interference Testing 

UNAVCO Facility 
and Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

H. Berglund, F. 
Blume, W. Gallaher 
(PBO), S. White and 
J. Miner (Polar) 

Determine magnitude of Iridium 
interference with tracking on new 
generation "All Constellation" 
GNSS receives, esp. Trimble 
NetR9, and susceptibility to other 
RF sources. 

USGS Shaketable 
Testing – GNSS 
Accuracy at High 
Rates 

J. Langbein (USGS) F. Blume, H. 
Berglund, S. Looney 
(PBO) 

Equipment, data, logistic, support 
and advising on low-intensity, high-
precision shaketable tests at ASL, 
Albuquerque. 

Oregon Coast 
EarthScope Antenna 
Testing 

R. McCaffery (PSU), 
B. King (MIT) 

F. Blume, H. 
Berglund 

Quantify the effects of mixed 
antenna types on GPS campaigns 
using EarthScope systems  

EarthScope Campaign 
System Solar Power 
Evaluation 

UNAVCO Plate 
Boundary 
Observatory, C. 
Kreemer (UNR), R. 
Bennett (Az) 

F. Blume, H. 
Berglund 

Improve performance of campaign 
systems in ES Colorado Plateau 
Project. 

Topcon GB-1000 
Firmware Evaluation 

UNAVCO Plate 
Boundary Observatory 

F. Blume, H. 
Berglund 

Evaluate new firmware releases 
3.03U and 3.5 for 

Trimble GNSS Choke 
Ring Antenna 
Comparison 

M. Schmidt (GSC 
Canada), UNAVCO 
Community 

F. Blume, H. 
Berglund. 

Compare new lower-cost Trimble 
Ti-element choke ring with those 
using traditional Dourne-Margolin 
elements 

SATICE Antenna 
Testing 

P. Elosegui (CSIC 
Barcelona) 

F. Blume, H. 
Berglund 

Detailed testing of receiver/antenna 
combinations for use in buoy-based 
GNSS systems. 
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Table 10. Prioritized In-Progress Development and Testing Projects 

Project Name PI/Requestor 
Personnel 
Involved Description 

BGAN Data 
Communications Failover 
System 

AfricaArray, Plate 
Boundary 
Observatory, 
UNAVCO Facility, 
NASA 

F. Blume, H. 
Berglund 

Communications system to allow 
robust but expensive BGAN service 
to back up inexpensive services 
during temporary service 
interruptions. 

GNSS Receiver 
Specification and 
Evaluation 

UNAVCO Facility F. Blume, J. 
Normandeau (NSF 
Support Group), N. 
Flores (NASA 
Support Group), S. 
White (Polar) 

Comparative evaluation of “next 
generation” GNSS receivers from 
Leica (GR10), Septentrio 
(PolaRx4), Topcon (Net-G3A), 
Trimble (NetR9) and others and 
determine specifications and 
requirements on behalf of the 
UNAVCO community. 

NASA Green Station 
Development 

D. Stowers, J. 
LaBrecque, NASA 

 A. Prantner 
(NASA Support 
Group), H. 
Berglund, F. 
Blume 

Develop environmentally efficient 
GPS stations for use in NASA GGN 
and other networks. 

Trimble NetR9 GNSS 
Receiver and Firmware 
Development and 
Evaluation 

UNAVCO Facility 
and Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

F. Blume, J. 
Normandeau, L 
Estey, D. Maggert 
and (Facility), W. 
Gallaher, (PBO), S. 
White (Polar 
Group), Trimble 
Engineering Dept. 

Evaluate performance and usability 
of newest Trimble GNSS receiver, 
including temperature tests, user 
interface features, data quality, and 
firmware stability. 

GPS Shaketable Test 

G. Wang (U of 
Houston), 
UNAVCO Facility 
and Plate Boundary 
Observatory, 
NASA 

F. Blume, H. 
Berglund A. 
Prantner (NASA), 
W. Gallaher and S. 
Looney (PBO) 

Quantify effects of sever shaking on 
GNSS systems by acquiring and 
analyzing data on moving 
platforms. 

GPS Collocated 
Monumentation Analysis 
and Installation 

UNAVCO Facility 
and Plate Boundary 
Observatory, 
NASA 

F. Blume, H. 
Berglund, C. 
Puskas (PBO), C. 
Meertens, K. Feaux 
(PBO), J. 
Normandeau, N. 
Flores (NASA) 

Design, install, and analyze data 
from co-located GPS monuments of 
different design in order to assess 
stability and performance.  Data 
from several collocated monuments 
are being analyzed while new 
installations are planned. 

RAPID Chile Data 
Communications 

C. Meertens, F. 
Blume, B. Brooks 

UNAVCO Facility, 
U. of Hawaii, 
Memphis, OSU, U. 
de Cuyo, IGM 
Chile, U de 
Concepción staff. 

Develop and deploy BGAN and 
cellular communications systems 
for EQ response stations in Chile 
and Argentina.  Development is 
complete and deployment is in 
progress. 

TEQC Software 
Development and Testing 
Support 

UNAVCO Facility H. Berglund, L. 
Estey 

Specialized data acquisition using a 
variety of receivers to support teqc 
development.  New programming to 
use teqc output for diagnostic 
purposes 
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BINEX 75-05 
Interoperability Test 

UNAVCO Facility F. Blume, L. Estey 
(UNAVCO Data 
Group), H. 
Berglund 

Ensure compatibility and 
specifications of BINEX streams 
from different GNSS receivers/ 

JAVAD GNSS Sigma G3T 
USGS Evaluation 

M. Lisowski, 
USGS 

H. Berglund, F. 
Blume 

Evaluation and testing of Javad 
Sigma GNSS receiver for use in 
USGS and UNAVCO projects. 

Topcon Net-G3A GNSS 
Receiver Evaluation 

D. Stowers (Jet 
Propulsion 
Laboratory), PBO, 
USGS. 

V. Andreatta 
(NASA Support 
Group), D. Stowers 
(JPL), F. Blume, 
Topcon Software 
Division. 

Evaluate NetG3 receiver for 
suitability of use in GGN and USGS 
ARRA projects.  L2C and 
GLONASS data quality have been 
analyzed. L5 tracking has recently 
been released by Topcon for our 
ongoing evaluation. 

 

2.5 Geodetic Imaging 
Activities this period included a successful and high profile community workshop as well as 
significant staffing changes at UNAVCO in addition to engineering support for PI projects, 
planning support for PI proposals, proposal development, community outreach, and UNAVCO 
resource development and staff training.   

Staffing and Reporting Changes 
A number of staffing changes have been implemented with the goal of expanding and enhancing 
geodetic imaging project support at UNAVCO. David Phillips began transitioning from the 
position of Geodetic Imaging Project Manager to Data Products Manager in March 2012.  
Christopher Crosby began full time employment at UNAVCO in June 2012 as the new Geodetic 
Imaging Project Manager.  Jim Normandeau now leads some infrastructure-related tasks that 
were previously led by Phillips, including overall coordination of EAR and general community 
TLS field projects and PI support for TLS proposals. TLS project support metrics and highlights 
are now reported in the EAR and OPP infrastructure sections of this report, alongside GNSS and 
other projects.   
In order to increase the number of UNAVCO engineers capable of supporting TLS projects, two 
weeklong training sessions were held this period.  David Phillips led a training course at Central 
Washington University in April 2012, and David Phillips and Sarah Doelger led a training course 
at the UNAVCO facility Boulder in June 2012.  The former class provided training for 
UNAVCO staff Ken Austin and Mike Gottlieb in addition to personnel from CWU (who were 
partnered with UNAVCO on one of the funded NSF MRI proposals to acquire laser scanners) 
and USGS.  The latter class provided training for UNAVCO staff Chris Crosby, Emily Seider, 
Abe Morrison, Doerte Mann in addition to two RESESS protégés and three international 
colleagues from the Earth Observatory of Singapore.  

October 2011 TLS Workshop 
In response to the increased level of community interest in TLS data and the rapid evolution of 
TLS technology and data availability, UNAVCO hosted an NSF funded workshop (EAR-
1138279) in October 2011 that brought together 80 participants (Figures 14a and 14b) 
representing a spectrum of research fields with the objective of outlining a strategic vision for the 
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future of terrestrial geodetic imaging as applied to a broad range of research activities at all 
levels of the community. Engaging the community at this early stage represents a critical element 
in the growth of a coherent and effective research community. UNAVCO and INTERFACE 
researchers collaborated with other NSF-supported facilities including OpenTopography and the 
National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM), federal agencies including the U.S. 
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) and the U.S. Geological 
Survey, and other universities to plan the workshop. The convergence of participant ideas and 
experiences, a large and growing demand for TLS data and equipment, and clear consensus on 
issues repeatedly reached during the workshop resulted in a suite of recommendations related to 
community needs and desired resources, instrumentation requirements, data and metadata 
standards, and a suite of educational resources including short courses and online training. A 
comprehensive workshop report is available at http://www.unavco.org/community/ meetings-
events/2011/tls/tls.html. A highlight workshop summary was published in Phillips, D.A., J.S. 
Oldow, J.D. Walker, Eos, Vol. 93, No. 11, 13 March 2012. 
 

 
 

  

 

!

Figure 14a. 
Photograph of 
October 2011 
TLS workshop 
participants in 
Boulder, CO. 

Figure 14b. 
Lidar scan of 
2011 TLS 
workshop 
participants 
(points colored 
by intensity). 
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TLS Proposals Under Development 
UNAVCO is preparing two TLS related proposals.  The first proposal is to request funds to 
purchase additional scanners for OPP and EAR PI project support.  The current UNAVCO 
scanner pool is oversubscribed during peak times (i.e. summer) and experience has shown that 
during these peak times it is not possible to borrow scanners from partnering groups as their units 
are also in use at these times.  New instruments would also bring new technical capabilities to the 
UNAVCO scanner pool including longer-range instruments and full waveform data. 
A proposal for next generation community resources, such as standardized TLS data analysis 
workflows and best practices, and other community requirements as identified through the TLS 
workshop, is also under development.  This proposal will be based on community needs as 
identified through the TLS workshop, as well as the successes of and lessons learned from 
INTERFACE and other activities. 

TLS Resources 
The TLS instrument pool consists of 5 scanners: two Riegl VZ400 systems, one Riegl LMS-
Z620 system, one Leica ScanStation C10 system, and one Optech ILRIS 3D system, which is 
dedicated to polar projects.  Another Riegl VZ400 system is shared on a half time basis with 
Central Washington University.  The current UNAVCO scanner pool is oversubscribed during 
peak times of year.  UNAVCO supported 92 TLS field projects between 2008 and May 2012, 
with rapid growth from year to year and with continued growth expected in the future as shown 
in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15 UNAVCO supported 92 TLS field projects between 2008 and May 2012, with rapid growth from year to 
year. The numbers for 2012 are only for the first 9 months. With the peak field season for summer, 2012, another 18 
projects will be fielded in the northern hemisphere bringing expected totals close to that of 2011 by the end of the 
year. 
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A TLS instrument validation/calibration network was established this period at the UNAVCO 
facility in Boulder.  In the current, first stage of implementation, it is primarily being used for 
instrument performance validation.  For example, before and after each scanner deployment, the 
scanner is set up on fixed mounting point and scans are made of a control array of reflector 
targets.  Measurements are compared to previous reference measurements from the same scanner 
to check that repeatability between scans is within tolerance (e.g. 3mm for a Riegl VZ-400) and 
that no measurement drift is observed. In the next phase of implementation, we plan to work with 
scanner manufacturers to be able to actually calibrate UNAVCO scanners at the Boulder facility 
instead of having to send the scanner back for adjustment at the factory.  This will save valuable 
time, especially during peak seasons, and will provide UNAVCO with greater technical expertise 
to better serve the community.  David Phillips visited Riegl’s facility in Horn, Austria in April 
2012 (in tandem with the EGU conference) and received additional information from Riegl 
regarding instrument cal/val procedures for UNAVCO. This was a direct followup to Meertens’ 
visit to the Riegl factory in 2011. 
In addition to instrumentation, UNAVCO provides TLS data services including basic data 
processing, data management and data archiving. 

TLS Community Support and Participation 
In addition the TLS workshop and to supporting individual PI projects, UNAVCO engaged in 
broader community participation and support through meeting presentations, short courses, 
advisory panels, and RESESS.  For the fourth year in a row, Phillips co-taught a TLS Short 
Course with INTERFACE collaborators John Oldow and Carlos Aiken at the 2011 GSA meeting 
in Minneapolis, MN in October 2011.  The course continues to be popular (it has filled to 
capacity and had waiting lists every year) and we are scheduled to teach this course again at the 
2012 GSA meeting in North Carolina.  Chris Crosby represented UNAVCO at the NCALM 
Steering Committee meeting in Galveston, TX in June 2012. And following on the success of the 
past three years, UNAVCO is scheduled to provide TLS instrumentation and training to three 
undergraduate geology field camps in summer 2012 including Indiana University (PI Douglas), 
University of Michigan  (PI Neimi) and University of Houston (Wang). 
UNAVCO imaging personnel co-authored numerous scientific presentations at AGU, EGU, 
GSA and other meetings as well as publications (e.g. Fritz, M.H., D.A. Phillips, A. Okayasu, T. 
Shimozono, H. Liu, F. Mohammed, V. Skanavis, C.E. Synolakis and T. Takahashi (2012), The 
2011 Japan tsunami current velocity measurements from survivor videos at Kesennuma Bay 
using LiDAR: Geophysical Research Letters, Vol. 39, L00G23, doi:10.1029/2011GL050686). 
Phillips and Crosby, along with Craig Glennie from NCALM, are scheduled to chair a LiDAR 
themed session at the 2012 Fall AGU meeting (G015. LiDAR Topography and Geodetic 
Imaging: Emerging Techniques and Applications). 
The INTERFACE project (EAR-0651566) officially concluded this period. The final project 
report was submitted to NSF in May 2012 and the report is available online at 
http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/reports/final-reports/INTERFACE_FinalReport.pdf. 

Meertens and Phillips presented an overview of UNAVCO TLS support resources to the NSF 
EAR I&F review panel during the site review of the OpenTopography facility in May 2012.  
This presentation highlighted the unique aspects of UNAVCO support as well as the synergy 
between OpenTopography and NCALM.  Figure 16 shows a visual representation of our three 
organizations. 
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Figure 16 Diagram of activities and synergies between UNAVCO, NCALM and OpenTopography. 
 
 
2.6 Data Services 

Archiving and Data Management 
The UNAVCO Data Center’s mission is to provide a secure long-term archive for data, data 
products, and metadata from high-precision GNSS studies, SAR observations, and other crustal 
deformation measurements. The Data Center also makes data from the Archive available to the 
scientific community and to the public and provides additional tools that add value to the data 
and data products in the Archive. 

GNSS Archiving and Data Management 
WBS Metrics. Table 11 shows WBS Metrics reporting in the area of GNSS Data and Data 
Products archiving and distribution. The table shows that archiving continues at a steady pace; 
the archiving rate in 2012 has increased compared to 2011, principally due to increased high rate 
data archiving. The data access rate has increased with time: 47 million GNSS data and product 
files were accessed during the 9-month report period (September 2011-May 2012) compared to 
37 million files accessed during the preceding 9-month period (December 2010-August 2011).  
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Table 11.  Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for UNAVCO GNSS archiving and data distribution activities 
for the 6 months ending May 31, 2012. 

WBS Report -- GPS  – Facility Data Group 
September 30, 2011 through May 31, 2012 

WBS Element Metric Quantity or gigabytes 
Standard Sample Rate Permanent Stations Archived 
 Permanent stations with data 2, 713 
 Permanent stations - active 2, 376 
 PBO/Nucleus stations 1, 119 
High Rate Permanent Stations Archived 
 Streamed/archived 1s stations 253 
 Daily downloaded 1s stations 90 
Campaigns Archived 
 Campaigns archived 22 
All Archived 
 Monuments with data 11, 893 
1.1.2.2 NSF GNSS Data and Data Products  
 Total data archived 6, 534 GB  
Subdivisions for files archived: 
 Campaign data archived 248 GB 
 Permanent station data archived 5, 387 GB 
 PBO/Nucleus data archived  2, 308 GB 
 Standard rate data archived (e.g. 15 s sample interval) 3, 099 GB 
 High rate data archived (1 s sample interval) 2, 307 GB 
 Streamed data archived (1 s sample interval)  968 GB 
 High rate data archived (~0.2 s sample interval) 223 GB 
 Met data archived 1 GB 
 Product files archived 899 GB 

 
1.1.2.3 NSF GNSS Data and Data Products Accessed  
 Total files accessed 14, 652 GB 
 Number of unique domains (avg per month) 1, 726 
Subdivisions for files Accessed: 
 Campaign files accessed 176 GB 
 -number of unique domains (avg per month) 8 
 Permanent station files accessed 11, 825 GB 
 -number of unique domains 1, 726 
 PBO/Nucleus files accessed  8, 514 GB 
 -number of unique domains (avg per month) 1, 251 
 Standard rate files accessed (e.g. 15 s sample interval) 10, 547 GB 
 -number of unique domains (avg per month) 1, 726 
 High rate files accessed (<=1 s sample interval)  1, 206 GB 
 -number of unique domains (avg per month) 21 
 Met files accessed 6 GB 
 -number of unique domains (avg per month) 24 
 Product files accessed 1, 873 GB 
 -number of unique domains (avg per month) 18 
 Raw files accessed N/A 
 -number of unique domains (avg per month) N/A 

 
NSF and NASA Community Software 
1.1.2.4 and 1.2.2.4 TEQC downloads 12, 383 
 TEQC information requests 1, 048 
NASA Stations Data/Metadata 
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1.2.2.2 Permanent stations handled 84 
Antarctic Stations/Projects 
1.4.2.2 Permanent station data archived 203 GB 
1.4.2.2 Projects handled 1 
Arctic Stations/Projects 
1.3.2.2 Permanent station data archived 28 GB 
1.3.2.2 Projects handled 2 
 
 
Holdings. Archive holdings in the online repository, including the primary copy of all GNSS 
files, related files, and products, total 17 TB in compressed form (33 TB when uncompressed to 
their usable form, including 28 TB of level 0/1 data files and 5 TB of products). Holdings in the 
ftp pickup area, where the RINEX copy of all GPS-related files and products are available for 
pickup, total 20 TB. The bar graphs in Figure 17 show annual and cumulative archive data 
volume growth through time for the primary copy of GNSS data files.  
 
 

    
Figure 17 GPS Archive annual data volume (right); cumulative annual volume (left).  Data points for 2012 are partial 
year. The data volume for high rate and the 1 Hz real time data from the Cascadia stations are broken out for the 
volume per year graph (right). In 2010-2011, Cascadia high rate data archiving ramped up and will contribute 
significantly to the high rate volume in years to come. PBO high rate data includes data archived in association with 
geophysical events such as the Tohoku Oki earthquake, or geophysical survey support data, and as of 2012 includes 
continuous data from about 85 PBO stations that are part of Kristine Larson’s PBO H2O project. 

Total Storage.  The total storage (compressed) for the primary archived copy and the public copy 
of all GNSS data files, ancillary files and products in the archive is 37 TB (Figure 18). (Note: 
The decreases in total archive volume that are evident in the figure are related to a periodic 
cleanup of data that is made available in two different formats. The long-term format is kept 
indefinitely. The alternate format is removed after aging at least one year.)  
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Permanent Stations, standard sample interval. Currently, 2, 376 active global permanent stations 
with nominal sample interval of 15 or 30 s are being archived at UNAVCO; this includes 1, 119 
PBO stations. Standard rate data accounts 55% of the archived data volume during the 9-month 
reporting period. During the period of this report an additional 351 sites were added for 
automated archiving; these sites were from a variety of global networks, including 268 IGS 
stations (see GGN/IGS Data Support below), 24 CAP Andes stations, 8 Southwest Montana 
stations, 6 Africa Array stations, and 6 COCONet stations. 

Permanent Stations - 1-Hz download and streamed 1-Hz stations. During the report period, an 
additional 23 Cascadia streamed stations were added for archiving. Another 17 NOAA and 1 
COCONet streamed stations were added for archiving. For Kristine Larson’s PBOH2O project, 
hourly downloads of 1 s data for about 85 PBO stations is occurring, with archiving and RINEXing. 

Campaigns. Archiving was completed for 22 campaigns during the period of this report (Akutan 
2011, Bering 2011, CAP 2000, Denali 2011, East Greenland Glacier Dynamics 2008, East 
Greenland Glacier Dynamics 2009, East Greenland Glacier Dynamics 2010, IARC 2011, 
ICECAP 2009-2011, ISEA 2011, Jalisco 2009, Jordan 2010, Katmai 2011, Kenai 2011, Oregon 
2011, Preliminary Evaluation of GPS Dome Materials 2011, Redoubt 2011, San Bernardino SAF 
EarthScope 2011, Saudi Arabia 2012, Tajikistan-Kyrgyzstan 2011, Yakutat Glacier 2009-2011, 
Yellowstone 2011). In addition, data from 2011-2012 for the MAGNET project consisting of 
377 intermittently occupied continuous campaign sites was archived. 

GGN-IGS Data Support.  Data flow monitoring, site metadata tracking and reporting continued 
in a routine manner for the reporting period. A few sites required special handling to resolve 
problems. UNAVCO is supporting the IGS Central Bureau and JPL staff on a major IGS web 
site upgrade. UNAVCO has delivered a test and development version of the Site Log Manager 
(SLM) database with web reporting and forms for metadata entry. UNAVCO maintains the SLM 
database current with IGS station metadata in preparation for rollout of the system to production. 
UNAVCO has also provided an IGS-branded, tailored version of the DAIv2 web GUI interface 
that will be rolled out as part of the new IGS website. To support the metadata tracking desired 
by the IGS Central Bureau and the IGS version of the DAIv2, UNAVCO added 322 IGS stations 
for archiving at UNAVCO, bringing the total number of IGS stations in the archive to 448. 

Figure 18 Storage volume utilized 
through time (2005-2012) for the GNSS 
long term Archive and ftp pickup RAID 
systems for the primary copy of all 
GNSS data, products and related files. 
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Data Pickup.  A monthly average of 5.2 million data files (1.6 Tb) was picked up from the 
Archive ftp server over the report period, including a monthly average of 70 thousand QC files, 
sitelogs, product files, campaign log images, and other GNSS-related files. 
Archive IT Infrastructure and Software. UNAVCO’s software that controls automated archiving 
for the 2, 700 standard and high rate stations that deliver data on a daily or sub-daily basis 
continues to be optimized for robustness, scalability, high availability, and maintainability. The 
archiving systems are undergoing a phased migration to virtual machine hardware as needed to 
meet scalability needs and to replace aging hardware. 

SOPAC Sub-award. SOPAC, through a sub-award to this Cooperative Agreement, provides 
additional GPS archiving support including general maintenance and improvements for the on-
line archive including global International GNSS Service (IGS) data and co-development of Web 
Services-based method for exchange of metadata between UNAVCO and SOPAC. 

MIT Sub-award. MIT, through a sub-award to this Cooperative Agreement, provides data 
processing support and training for the GAMIT/GLOBK GPS processing and analysis program. 
Software, documentation and direct assistance to investigators are provided. A training course 
was held in May. See the following website for more information: 
http://facility.unavco.org/software/processing/gamit.html. 

SAR Data Archiving and Distribution 
WInSAR and GeoEarthScope SAR Archives. Management of the WInSAR Archive has been 
ongoing at the Data Center since 2005.  UNAVCO orders ESA scenes in response to WInSAR 
user requests. In addition, UNAVCO placed tasking orders for Envisat in response to user 
requests prior to the failure of Envisat early in 2012. The WInSAR Executive Committee along 
with UNAVCO arranged for a tasking quota to be established with DLR for use by WInSAR. 
Tasking orders for the TerraSAR-X mission based on WInSAR user requests have been placed 
on a regular basis. 

During the report period, 2, 272 scenes and 399 GB of SAR data were archived for WInSAR 
(Table 12). All of the WInSAR scenes archived during the report period were available without 
cost from the European Space Agency (ESA) under their open data policy. A monthly average of 
3, 200 scenes (0.48 Tb) was delivered to users. 
 
 
Table 12. Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for UNAVCO InSAR archiving and data 
distribution activities the 6 months ending May 31, 2011. 

WBS Report – InSAR --Facility Data Group 
September 30, 2011 through May 31, 2012 

WBS Element Metric Quantity or gigabytes 
NSF/NASA/USGS InSAR Data and Data Products  
 Total data archived 399 GB 
Subdivisions for files archived: 
 ERS1 33 GB 
 ERS2 151 GB 
 Envisat 215 GB 
 RSAT N/A 

 
NSF/NASA/USGS InSAR Data and Data Products Accessed  
 Total data accessed 4, 352 GB 
 Number of unique users (avg per month) 22 
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Subdivisions for files accessed: 
 WInSAR files accessed 2, 713 GB 
 -number of unique users (avg per month) 14 
 GeoEarthscope files accessed 1, 639 GB 
 -number of unique users (avg per month) 8 

 
SAR Archive IT Infrastructure and Software. In April 2011, UNAVCO embarked on a bottom-
to-top overhaul of the SAR archiving infrastructure, including hardware, database, software, and 
web presence. This activity is nearly complete (expected release to users July, 2012). The 
hardware upgrades included augmenting the RAID hardware for storage and replacing the 
servers used for ingestion processing and database serving. The MySQL database management 
system was replaced by Postgres with PostGIS spatial capability and the schema was completely 
redesigned to support an integrated front end for WInSAR and GeoEarthScope collections 
(which previously had separate databases and web GUI tools for search and access); new 
TerraSAR-X archiving and user access management capability; and improved user management. 
Ingestion software was rewritten to take advantage of the new database. For user access to data, 
an Application Programming Interface was developed that can be accessed directly as RESTful 
web services or through a Python client provided by UNAVCO. This API also forms the 
backend for a new web GUI search and access frontend (Figure 19). The web pages supporting 
WInSAR and the SAR archive were redesigned as part of the upgrade. The GeoEarthScope and 
WInSAR collections are jointly searchable. 
 
Supersites support. For the GEO Supersites and Natural Laboratories initiative, and with support 
from NASA, UNAVCO provides data ordering (from the European Space Agency), along with 
data management (download and repackaging) of the orders received, and upload of the orders to 
the ESA supported cloud storage (Level 3 and Hetzner storage services) is the major activity.  
In addition to this data management operational activity, UNAVCO provides web site content 
management and hosting for the Supersites main page and for Supersite Event pages, the most recent 
case being an event page covering the Northern Italy earthquake sequence of May 20-29, 2012.  

 
  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 New 
graphical User Interface 
for SAR data search and 
access. 
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3.0 Education and Outreach Activities 
Over the past year, integration of GPS and other geodetic data into community science has 
continued to be key to the success of Education and Outreach (E&O). UNAVCO E&O brings 
science messages to international, national, regional, and local audiences. Figure 20 shows the 
growth of the Education and Outreach program since 2003 and the projected vs. actual number 
of participants reached for 2012 to date.   
 

      
Figure 20 (left) Participants reached (teachers, faculty, scientists, short course participants, and RESESS interns) 
through UNAVCO E&O programs from 2003- May 2012. (right) The blue bars show actual participants reach over 
the time period of 2003 – May 2012 vs projected totals (in yellow). A 5-month time period is covered for 2012. 

Specific activities managed under this effort include providing technical short courses for 
researchers in the UNAVCO community, providing professional development teacher 
workshops, and collaborating on EarthScope interpreter workshops (led by the EarthScope 
National Office), planning and developing undergraduate-level geodesy curriculum, providing 
support for diversity initiatives for undergraduate students through the UNAVCO Research 
Experiences in Solid Earth Science for Students (RESESS) program, and preparing materials for 
wider distribution through print, web, and mobile information technologies. 

Diversity initiative: RESESS Internship Program 
UNAVCO is committed to increasing the diversity of scientists and future researchers in the 
geosciences and to reach diverse audiences. UNAVCO E&O hosts and manages the geoscience 
summer internship program RESESS: Research Experience for Solid Earth Science Students.  
This program is a bridge to graduate school and is intended to increase diversity in the 
geoscience workforce.  The National Science Foundation through Grant No. 0917474 GEO-
OEDG supports this program.  
In the fall of 2011, interns gave 14 presentations at national meetings of scientific organizations.  
In particular, eight interns presented posters at the Annual Meeting of the Geological Society of 
America in Minneapolis, MN. Christine Chesley presented "The 1707 M8.7 Hoei earthquake 
triggered the largest historical eruption of Mt. Fuji" and was awarded the 2011 Subaru Minority 
Student Scholarship for her work. 

RESESS has kicked off this year’s program with cohort 2012; the 2012 applicant pool was the 
largest, most diverse, and most academically qualified one to date with 18 interns selected from 
130 applicants. In total, we received 170 applications to RESESS, of these, 130 applications 
were complete. 80 applicants were female and 50 were male; approximately 55 applications were 
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submitted by underrepresented minorities or disabled students. We promoted sharing of 
applications between REUs through the GEO-REU listserv and at least four REUs participated in 
application sharing. The 2012 RESESS cohort has 18 interns, with 7 new interns starting this 
summer and 11 returning. Of those, 13 will be in Boulder, and 5 at universities and corporations 
around the country. 
Since 2005, a total of 37 students have gone through the program to date.  Of the RESESS 
interns and alumni, 17 are currently in undergraduate programs in Earth science or 
environmental science or engineering, 16 have bachelors’ degrees (five in 2012), 2 are working 
as geoscience professionals. 12 RESESS alumni have continued on to graduate programs (10 in 
the geosciences). Four of those who graduated from college this year anticipate entering graduate 
school this coming fall or winter. 
 

   
                 Figure 21 (left) 2012 RESESS website (right)  
 

Community Educators Reached/Engaged 
Education and Outreach staff engages teachers, university faculty, community members, and 
other education professionals through professional development workshops, technical short 
courses, seminars, and conference sessions throughout the year. See Table 13 below for details. 
 
Technical Short Courses 
UNAVCO continues to provide multi-day technical short courses to increase the capacity of our 
scientific community. UNAVCO E&O provides logistics and operational support. These courses 
are aimed at current researchers who want to update their skills or branch into new areas of 
research, as well as early-career scientists such as post-doctoral fellows, graduate students, and 
upper level undergraduates. Instructors for the courses are technical experts from the community. 
The identification, selection and support of these short courses require close cooperation among 
research, engineering, education and management teams within UNAVCO and its governance 
committees. These short courses remain well subscribed and receive positive to very positive 
evaluations.  
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Table 13. Professional development workshops & Learning Sessions 
 
Sep 2011 - May 2012 Short Courses, Professional Development Workshops & Learning Sessions     
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2011                       

Sept 

Earth’s 
Geophysical 
Systems Online 
Course (UNL) 

2 weeks of 
4 8 2               

SCEC                     

NABGG: 2 
RESESS Intern 
presentations 

1 hr   20 5         2   

Oct 

TLS:  Methods and 
Applications in 
Geologic Research 
and Education 
(GSA Course, 
Minneapolis, MN)) 

8-hr     3           30 

GSA: 9 RESESS 
Intern Presentations 

2 hr / 
intern 10 43 20         9   

SACNAS: field trip 
+ 1 RESESS Intern 
presentation 

1 hr / 
intern   6           1   

Nov 

GPS Data 
Processing Using 
GAMIT/GLOBK 
(Johannesburg, 
South Africa) 

2.5 days     2           25 
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AISES Conference: 
1 RESESS student 
presented 

1 hr / 
intern   11           1   

GPS Data Analysis 
and Modeling 
Using 
GAMIT/GLOBK 
and TDEFNODE 
(University of the 
Philippines, 
Diliman) 

4.5 days     2           25 

Dec 

AGU 
Poster/Presentations 
sessions: short 
course 
impact/Geohazard 
Response/ RESESS 
Impact / 2 RESESS 
interns  

2 hr 
/poster 10 40 40 20       2   

15 min/ppt 

Sept - Dec totals 28 122 72 20 0 0 0 0 80 

2012                       

February 

EarthScope E&O 
Providers Summit 2-days       28           

UNAVCO Science 
Workshop 3-days   20 160   25     3   

Geodesy 
Curriculum dev 
session 

1.5 hrs   20 5             

March 

EarthScope 
Interpretive 
Workshop: Virginia 

1.5 days 
of 3 days 5     15           

2 NSTA Sessions: 
Yellowstone, 
LiDAR, & booth 

2 hrs 40 2               

NSTA: Half-Day 
Workshop 

2hrs of 4 
hrs 35 2 2             
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NSTA: Share-a-
thons 2-hrs 150                 

April 
Science & 
Engineering 
Festival 

5 mins / 
person 
over 3 
days 

            5000     

May 
RESESS 3 months   9 27   4     18   
GIPSY Short 
course 3 days                 29 

Jan-May totals 230 53 194 43 29 0 5000 18 29 

 
The UNAVCO Short Course Series has trained approximately 500 researchers and graduate 
students in new or relatively obscure software since 2003. During Fall 2011, community 
scientists provided three short courses. To date in 2012, UNAVCO had a successful kick-off of 
the 2012 Short Course series with the GIPSY/OASIS Short Course to process GPS data, using 
GIPSY/OASIS, QOCA, and teqc software packages. Instructors Sheilen Desai and Sue Owen 
from JPL taught a full house of participants with 30 participants, including 8 graduate students 
and 4 international participants. 
Planned for the remainder of 2012 are a INSAR short course for August, a Strainmeter planning 
and training workshop for early Fall, a Terrestrial Laser Scanning short course for the Geological 
Society of America (GSA) conference in November, and possibly a data processing course using 
GAMIT this year.  UNAVCO organizes these with a combination of funding from PBO and the 
UNAVCO Facility cooperative agreement with NSF.   

Teacher & Interpretive Professionals workshops 
The UNAVCO E&O staff serves as leaders, moderators and participants at external workshops, 
often in recognition of UNAVCO’s roles in geoscience education. Professional development 
teacher workshops use a train-the-trainer model to provide content for teachers and park 
interpreters to integrate into their classrooms. Teacher professional development workshops 
reach teachers who instruct in schools with high segments of under-served populations, 
increasing the potential pipeline of students going into college with an interest in geosciences. In 
the fall of 2011, UNAVCO led, co-instructed, or contributed to a graduate course delivered 
through a remote learning platform. 
In 2012, UNAVCO staff was heavily involved in multiple sessions at the National Science 
Teacher Association (NSTA) conference held in Indianapolis, Indiana at the end of March, 2012. 
Staff led 10 Earth Science Learning Laboratory sessions featuring GPS data at a shared booth 
with IRIS Consortium, EarthScope National Office, Geologic Society of America (GSA), and 
the American Geologic Institution (AGI). UNAVCO staff led two one-hour sessions focusing on 
investigating the dynamic landscape of Yellowstone and exploring geologic processes using 
LiDAR imagery. UNAVCO and IRIS co-instructed a half-day workshop focused on plate 
tectonics and earthquakes using web tools. Approximately 40 teachers participated in the one-
hour sessions, 35 teachers participated in the half-day workshop, and 150 teachers participated in 
two share-a-thons featuring activities that incorporate processed data from GPS stations in 
California, the Cascadia region, and Yellowstone. Teachers picked up over 1600 copies of eight 
different activities and handouts covering interpreting GPS data, exploring the Yellowstone 
caldera through multiple lines of data evidence, and more. Evaluation feedback collected as part 
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of the short course showed that the course met their needs, contributed to their learning, and they 
left feeling highly comfortable with integrating the materials into their instruction. 
 

                       
Figure 22 (left) Feedback from half-day teacher professional development workshop. (right) Teachers investigate 
the relationship of earthquakes, volcanoes, and regional deformation velocity in the Western U.S. through the Jules 
Verne Voyager Jr. site. 
 
EarthScope Interpreter Workshop: UNAVCO Education and Outreach staff provided support to 
ENSO at the four-day EarthScope workshop in March, 2012. This workshop featured 
presentations by prominent geoscientists and interpretive professionals to help convey the story 
of the magnificent landscapes, geological stories, and natural hazards of the Central Appalachian 
Region.  Participants learned how to incorporate EarthScope data and science into their park 
interpretive programs. For the culminating event, small groups of participants and facilitators 
presented new interpretive programs that highlighted EarthScope science.    
Projected Workshops with Education & Outreach contribution for 2012: 

• Illinois EarthScope teacher workshop;  
• US-China Partnership in Research and Education (PIRE) of Intraplate Earthquakes 

Project’s with IRIS and University of Missouri (MU) staff. 

Undergraduate-level geodesy curriculum development 
Geodesy Curriculum Planning and Development:  Building on a workshop at the 2011 
EarthScope National Meeting, an advisory team worked with UNAVCO staff to flesh out a 
proposal for undergraduate-level geodesy curriculum modules, in partnership with Science 
Education Resource Center (SERC). This proposal outlines plans to distribute existing geodesy 
curricula, many of which incorporate PBO data. UNAVCO community and staff worked with 
the SERC staff to fine-tune a Geodesy resources section and populate it with known resources. 
Learning materials created by the science community and UNAVCO staff were identified, many 
of which incorporate PBO data and are being added to this collection. 
 
In March 2012, UNAVCO held a break-out session at its Science Workshop: 1) to seek 
additional community input and find partners for the NSF DUE-TUES (Transforming 
Undergraduate Education in Science) proposal (submitted in May); and 2) to develop proposals 
for introductory undergraduate level modules for the SERC InTeGrate Project that feature 
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geodesy.  InTeGrate has also accepted two proposals for geodesy modules to be supported by its 
core funding. 

1) Feedback on during the breakout session encouraged the development of majors’ level 
modules that could be used in a variety of typically required courses. Thus major’s level modules 
will not be limited to those for geophysics courses (as originally suggested at the EarthScope 
meeting in 2011). The proposal included development of introductory and majors’ level 
modules. At least one module will include GPS data and be aimed at a geophysics course.  
2) InTeGrate is a NSF-funded project that involves the community in improving geoscience 
literacy and build a workforce that can make use of geoscience to solve societal issues. Based on 
input from breakout session attendees, two InTeGrate modules were proposed (one related to ice 
mass loss and rebound in Greenland and the other related to assessment of landslide and river 
movement hazard from LiDAR), and four potential authors applied to the program. Both 
modules and all four authors were selected. However, the final version of the modules and the 
total amount of geodesy data that will be included is still in-process as the UNAVCO-proposed 
modules may be combined with other topics. 

Wider distribution of UNAVCO community science results 
The E&O team at UNAVCO leads ongoing and active outreach efforts by developing and 
contributing to web highlights, conference booth displays and staffing, and kiosk displays. E&O 
collaborates with UNAVCO staff to bring the latest science, education, and community stories to 
the public through web highlights. These highlights offer a chance to share the many stories that 
come from the UNAVCO community and archive its rich and growing history. E&O also 
maintains a Newsroom and Facebook page, where media articles concerning UNAVCO and 
member institutions are collected. Over the past year, UNAVCO content was featured in 
multiple newsletters and public-interest articles. UNAVCO and IRIS cooperate on EarthScope-
related content for the IRIS Active Earth Displays. This includes real-time and animated content 
on EarthScope science including UNAVCO-focused science. IRIS manages the distribution and 
operation of the display systems. 

UNAVCO provided outreach support and activities at multiple venues during this reporting 
period. At the American Geophysical Union (AGU) Fall Meeting in December 2011, outreach 
activities included a 10’x20’ exhibit in the hall and the coordination of topic sessions at the 
exhibit booth presented by community members and UNAVCO staff to share knowledge about 
the latest tools, resources, and research with AGU attendees.  UNAVCO E&O staff provided 
additional logistical & production of the conference website and registration pages; digitally 
posted all collateral materials and presentations from the UNAVCO Science Workshop held in 
February 2012; supported UNAVCO at the Fall Congressional Visit Day in Washington, D.C.; 
coordinated the workshop and registration websites for multiple UNAVCO sponsored 
workshops; and distributed outreach materials at several conferences and meetings. 

In April 2012, UNAVCO and EarthScope teamed up to host a booth at the Science and 
Engineering Festival in Washington, DC. The festival is a 3-day science learning event with over 
150, 000 visitors. During the event, activities highlighted how scientists measure small 
movements of the Earth that add up to big clues to puzzles like earthquakes and volcanoes. 
Hands-on activities included using flubber to model glacial isostatic rebound, a tectonic plate 
puzzle, and a floury volcano that demonstrated how craters form over time. See highlight and 
video: http://unavco.org/edu_outreach/highlights/2012/festival.html 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=uZgmfJ2XGnU 
 

          
Figure 23 (left) Interactive field trip guide based on EarthScope Interpreter’s workshop. (right) New layout for 
Highlights to emphasize relevance of the science and operations to society. 
 

Metrics: Web and Community Involvement 
Education and Outreach staff continue to work with the UNAVCO web team to update the 
content for the website, one of UNAVCO’s major outreach tools. The E&O website provides a 
‘go to’ place for information on programs, projects, reports, documents, evaluation plans and 
results, and access to data: www.unavco.org/EO. Updating information and revising the structure 
is an ongoing task. Metrics for the Education and Outreach program are presented in Figures 24 -
26. 

 

 
Figure 24  Web metrics for Education and Outreach.  This figure shows the total web page views for the E&O domain. 
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Figures 25-26 Total and unique visitors to the E&O domain and just the RESESS web area. Visitation peaks tend to 
correspond with school in- and out- of session. RESESS visitation peaks correspond with RESESS application 
deadline. 
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